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FOREWORD 
The Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority has prepared the Cairns Area Plan of 
Management to protect and conserve the values of the Area, while allowing for a 
range of use opportunities. The Area comprises many places, biological communities 
and species of high nature conservation, scientific and cultural value. The Plan 
identifies values that require protection now, the main issues that relate to them and 
the strategies to address these issues. 
The Area to which the Plan applies represents 6% of the total area of the Great Barrier 
Reef Marine Park and is part of the Cairns Section of the Marine Park. Use of the Area 
is very diverse, and includes tourism and recreational activities, cultural activities, 
research, commercial and recreational fishing and collecting. The Area contains some 
of the most intensively used reefs, cays and waters of the Great Barrier Reef Marine 
Park and supports the highest level of marine tourism use in the Marine Park. The 
Area will be managed for a high level of use, including tourism use. Managing the 
impacts of use on the values of the Area is a major element of this Plan. 
Adjacent to the Area are a Queensland Marine Park and Queensland National Park 
islands. The Authority recognises the need for complementary management of 
adjoining and adjacent islands, cays, reefs and waters. Management of the Area is 
through partnerships with stakeholder groups and joint management arrangements 
with Queensland Government agencies. Day-to-day management of the iirea is 
conducted primarily through joint management arrangements with the Queensland 
Department of Environment. 
The Grent Bnvrier Reef Marine Pnrk Acf 1975 and the Regulations, the Cairns Section 
Zoning Plan and this Plan of Management provide the statutory and regulatory 
foundation for managing use of the Cairns Area. The Plan of Management restricts 
some activities that may occur under the Zoning Plan, but does not otherwise affect 
any requirement of the Zoning Plan. 
The Authority believes that regulations made under this Plan must be complemented 
by other actions to ensure use can occur without threatening the values of the Area. To 
this end, the Authority encourages the joint day-to-day management arrangements, 
widespread use of Best Envi~onmental Practices and cooperative working 
arrangements among the management agencies and Marine Park stakeholder groups. 
In the future it may be necessary to modify the Plan in response to new information 
obtained through the programs that are in place to monitor threatened species (e.g. 
whales, dugongs, seabirds), fringing reefs (e.g. anchor damage and recovery), site 
visitation and changing community attitudes. The Authority will make amendments to 
the Plan as required, subject to a period of public comment. 
In reading this Plan, please note that the Divisions of Part 1 deal with broad issues first 
and detail is developed progressively through the Plan. References following text 
therefore refer to later sections in the Plan. Part 2 deals solely with enforcement 
provisions. 
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Commonwealth of Australia 
Great Bnrrier Reef Marine Park Act 1975 
Cairns Area Plan of Management 
THE GREAT BARRIER REEF MARINE PARK AUTHORITY, having regard 
to the protection of world heritage values of the Great Barrier Reef Marine 
Park and the precautionary principle mentioned in section 3.5.1 of the 
Intergovernmental Agreement on the Environment (a copy of which is set 
out in the Schedule to the Notionnl E I I U ~ ~ O I ~ I J I E J I ~  Protectio~t Co~mcil  Act 1994), 
has prepared the following plan of management under part VB of the Great 
Barrier RerfMnrim? Pork Act 1975. 
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P A R T  1 
DIVISION 1 - PRELIMINARY 
1.1 CITATION 
This Plan may be cited as the Cairns Area Plan of Management. 
This Plan (except Part 2) commences on gazettal. See Act, subsection 39ZF(1). 
Part 2 of this Plan commences on the day on which regulations made under paragraph 
66(2)(ba) of the Act declare that the Part takes effect. See Act, subsection 39ZF(2). 
1.2 GENERAL INTENT 
Pursuant to the objects for which plans of management may be formulated, the general 
intent of this Plan is, in conjunction with other management mechanisms, to protect 
and conserve identified values of the Cairns Area, while allowiilg for reasonable 
opportunities to access and use the Area. 
Section 39Y of the Grixnt Bnrrirr Ri3t.fMi1riirt* Piirk Acf 1975 sets out the objects of plans of 
management. Those objects are: 
(a) to ensure, for particular areas of the Marine Park in which the Authority considers 
that nature conservation values, cultural and heritage values, or scientific values, 
are, or may be, threatened, that appropriate proposals are developed to reduce or 
eliminate the threats; 
(b) to ensure that species and ecological communities that are, or may become, 
vulnerable or endangered are managed to enable their recovery and continued 
protection and conservation; 
(c) to ensure that activities within areas of the Marine Park are managed on the basis 
of ecologically sustainable use; 
(d) to provide a basis for managing the uses of a particular area of the Marine Park 
that may conflict with other uses of the area or with the values of the area; 
(c) to provide for the management of areas of the Marine Park in conjunction with 
community groups in circun~stances where those groups have a special interest in 
the areas concerned; 
(f) to enable people using the Marine Park to participate in a range of recreational 
activities. 
Subsection 392(1) of the Gwnt Borricv R~y'Mnriirr Pnrk Act 1975 states that the 
Authority in preparing management plans must have regard to: 
(a) the protection of world heritage values of the Marine Park; and 
(b) the precautiona~y principle. 
1.3 INTERPRETATION 
(a) In this Plan, unless the contrary intention appears, a term mentioned in Schedule 9 
has the meaning given in that Schedule. 
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@) A reference in this Plan to a reef or other place, followed by an identification 
number in brackets (for example, Escape Reef (15-094)), is a reference to the reef or 
place so named and identified in the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Cairns 
Section and Caims Marine Park Zoning Maps (Cooktown BRA Q155 and Caims 
BRA Q156), published by the Authority in February 1992. 
(c) Where a part of a boundary of a Location is described by reference to a line every 
point of which is a particular distance seaward between the nearest point of the 
reef or coastline to which it applies, and that boundary intersects another Location 
boundary, then in the area of overlap of the boundary will be the median line. 
(d) The lateral boundaries of an area described by reference to a line, every point of 
which is a particular distance seaward from the nearest point of the reef or 
coastline to which it applies, will be the perpendiculars of that reef or coastline. 
(e) The origin of geographical coordinates used in this Plan is the Australian Geodetic 
Datum 1966 (AGD66). 
Notes: 
1. Where a specific reef Location is mentioned in the Plan this generally refers to the area within the 500 
metre line of the reef, including the reef. 
2. The land and intertidal areas of all the islands and cays (except fur Low Island (16-028) and Russell 
Island (17-013) which are within the Marine Park) are managed by the Queensland Department of 
Environment unless leased or privately owned. 
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DIVISION 2 - NATURE CONSERVATION: VALUES, ISSUES 
AND STRATEGIES 
1.4 NATURE CONSERVATION - GENERAL 
The Authority believes protection of the nature conservation values of the Marine 
Park to be a major consideration of management. Use that threatens, or may be 
reasonably expected to threaten, nature conservation values will be managed. 
Nature conservation values of the Area that the Authority considers are, or may be, 
threatened include: 
- corals and associated biota; 
- marine animals, plants and habitat; and 
- birds nesting or roosting in, or adjacent to, the Area. 
The Authority has identified the following issues to be resolved in this Plan in 
protecting the above nature conservation values: 
- limiting damage to coral from anchoring and other direct human activities; 
(Set, nlsu 1.51 
- assisting in minimising the decline of and pressure on dugong populations in 
the Area; 1Sce o h  1.61 
- minimising disturbance to whales; 
- minimising damage to fish spawning aggregation sites, and dish~rbance of fish 
spawning aggregations; and [SW nlso 1.61 
- minimising the disturbance to birds roosting and nesting by noisy activities 
and inappropriate visitation. ISre nlso 1.71 
1.5 CORALS AND ASSOCIATED BIOTA CONSERVATION: VALUES, 
ISSUES AND STRATEGIES ADDRESSED IN THIS PLAN 
(a) Corals and associated biota consewation values 
Healthy coral cover, formations and substrate are fundamental to the value of the Area 
and many of its ecological processes. 
The Area has a diversity of coral reef systetns and associated biota. Coral 
quality and cover vary greatly on the reefs, but there are many areas of 
outstanding coral and associated fauna. Outer and mid-shelf reefs represent a 
range of reef types. Most inshore reefs have a distinctive, shallow reef 
benthos. Many reefs have high percentage coral cover and high species 
diversity. 
Protection of a functioning, healthy coral reef ecosystem is a major basis for 
protection of the Marine Park and for its World Heritage listing. 
A diverse, resilient and productive coral reef ecosystem is the basis of most use 
of the Area (e.g. most research, traditional activities, collecting and tourism, 
and some fishing and recreational use). 
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Maintaining the Marine Park as a natural, healthy and well-protected coral reef 
ecosystem is essential for national and international appreciation, presentation 
and continuing support for future protection of the Great Barrier Reef Marine 
Park. 
(b) Corals and associated biota conservation issues 
There is a high and increasing risk of widespread coral damage from anchoring and 
other direct human activities due to the increasing level of use at Locations in the Area. 
Widespread or recurrent damage to coral will alter the quality, cover, 
composition and topography of coral over time. 
The extent and long-term effects of damage to corals from direct human use of 
the Marine Park have not been quantified. However, extensive damage from 
human impact has been demonstrated in other coral reef systems and in 
localised parts of the Marine Park. 
Coral is most susceptible to damage in places where use is high 
User behaviour can substantially raise or lower the risk of individual point 
damage. 
Zoning protects various habitats for various purposes. The taking of coral, 
including damage to coral, is prohibited without a relevant permission u n d e ~  
the Zoning Plan. However, more explicit and enforceable regulation is 
required. 
(C) Corals and associated biota conservation strategies 
The Authority's strategies are to reduce or eliminate the threats to coral and associated 
biota in the Area, by: 
(i) managing direct causes of damage to corals, by making it an offence to 
knowingly, recklessly or negligently damage or anchor on coral in the Area. 
It is the Authority's expectation that people will anchor with due care to avoid 
damage to coral, including: 
anchoring in sand away from coral if available; 
using a reef pick appropriate to the size of the vessel; and 
when hauling in, motor toward the anchor. 1Sc.c n h  2.61 
Note: Special consideration will be given in formulating regulati~ms t o  anch~~ring in unusu;il wrathcrs, 
such as northerly winds. 
(ii) designating places as Reef Anchorages in Locations in the Area, as listed in 
Schedule 8, that will: 
provide for some places where reasonable access will not be inhibited by 
moorings; and 
encourage the use of places where damage to coral is least likely to occur. 
(See also l.lO(c)(iv), I . l l ( a l ,  2.6, Sch 81 
(iii) restricting where large vessels and ships can anchor. The Authority, 
recognising that there is a vessel size where anchoring equipment has a higher 
risk of causing damage to coral, proposes that: 
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a vessel of greater than 35 metres may not anchor in a Location except if at 
Lizard Island Locality 2, Lizard Island Locality 3, Ribbon Reef 2 or Ribbon 
Reef 5 or in a Reef Anchorage at any other Location; and 
a vessel of greater than 70 metres may not anchor in a Location in the Area 
except if at Lizard Island Locality 2, Lizard Island Locality 3, Ribbon Reef 2 
or Ribbon Reef 5. lSvenlsu 2.61 
(iv) managing the maximum daily levels of tourist program use that relies on 
anchoring in the Area, by: 
limiting the number of tourism operations that may anchor in the Area; and 
encouraging growth of new tourism operations to moorings and pontoons. 
[Scealso I . lOfcJfuiJ,  1.12 - 1.16, 2.141 
1.6 MARINE ANIMALS, PLANTS AND HABITAT CONSERVATION: 
VALUES, ISSUES AND STRATEGIES ADDRESSED IN THIS PLAN 
(a) Dugong conservation values 
Dugong (Dqolzg dugon) are rare marine mammals. 
The largest global population of dugong live in Australian waters. 
The Marine Park is a major habitat for dugong populations in Australian 
waters. 
Dugongs have high biodiversity value as the only species in the family 
Dugongidae and one of only four species in the order Sirenia. 
Dugongs are listed as vulnerable to extinction by the IUCN. 
Dugongs are generally found in coastal and inshore areas, feeding primarily 
on seagrasses. 
Dugongs in the Marine Park are protected against commercial take. 
Traditional hunting of dugongs is still permitted in certain parts of the Marine 
Park. 
Dugongs exist in inshore waters in the Area which contain shallow and deep 
water seagrass, particularly in the Port Douglas to Cape Tribulation inshore 
waters. 
(b) Dugong conservation issues 
Dugong populations are under pressure in the Area 
Dugong populations have suffered a serious decline in parts of the Marine 
Park south of Cooktown. 
Dugongs have a low reproductive capability and those that live close to the 
shore are susceptible to human activities. A slight fall in adult numbers can 
cause a long-term decline in the population. 
Threats to dugongs include fishing and shark nets, collisions with boats, 
habitat degradation and loss, and illegal netting and hunting. Indigenous 
hunting may also be a threat to dugongs, if the species is not ecologically 
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secure in that part of the Marine Park. 
High levels of vessel or aircraft use in areas with possibly significant dugong 
populations may create unacceptable disturbance. 
Dugongs feed primarily on seagrasses which may suffer damage from human 
use. 
(C) Dugong consewation strategies 
The Authority's strategies are to manage activities to protect significant dugong 
habitats and to limit pressure on dugong populations, by: 
(i) prohibiting the take of dugong within the Area; /See also 2.91 
(ii) limiting the number of people on vessels or aircraft operating in some 
Locations in the Area with possibly significant dugong populations; and 
[See also l.lO(cJ(iJ, 2.2, Sch 41 
(iii) limiting the number of moorings and pontoons that may be installed in 
Locations in the Area with possibly significant dugong populations. 
[See also l.lO(c)(iiiJ. Sclr 6 G. 71 
Notes: 
1.  A number of Aboriginal groups have supported the prohibition on the take of dugong. 
2. The Authority will continue to  monitor and develop measures for dugong conservation within the 
Area as part of  Marine Park-wide threatened species ctm5ervatinn programs. 
(d) Whale conservation values 
The Marine Park is an important breeding and feeding ground for several species of 
whales, some of which are rare. 
Migratory species of whales breed in the tropical waters of the Great Barrier 
Reef during the winter months (July-September). 
(e) Whale conservation issues 
Whales in the Area may be disturbed by human activities. 
Human impacts may result in interruption with mating or reproductive events, 
noise induced effects, separation of calves and mothers, collisions, 
displacement from area due to high vessel traffic or behavioural change. 
High levels of vessel or aircraft use near to whales may create unacceptable 
disturbance to whale populations in the Area. 
A high demand for permissions to conduct whale watching in the Area, i f  met, 
would have the potential to disturb populations of whales. 
(B Whale consewation strategy 
During development of long-term strategies, the Authority has taken a precautionary 
approach to minimise disturbance to whales, by limiting the grant of relevant 
permissions for the purpose of whale watching in the Area. 
Permissions will only be granted: 
(i) for the purpose of research; or 
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(ii) to a tourism operator if the level of whale watching in the Area is maintained 
as the same as, or less than, that permitted when the Plan commences. 
Note: The Authority will continue to monitor and develop measures for whale conservation within the 
Area as part of Marine Park-wide threatened species conservation programs. 
(g) Fish spawning aggregation site values 
Aggregation sites in the Area are essential for the reproduction cycles of many reef fish 
species. 
Many species of coral reef fish aggregate to spawn at sites with specific 
attributes. 
Attributes of fish spawning aggregation sites include clean water, high coral 
cover, complex coral forms and protection from prevailing winds. 
Spawning aggregations are a principal reproductive need for some species. 
There is evidence that some species of fish require specific coral topography as 
part of the spawning event. 
(h) Fish spawning aggregation site issues 
Use may damage aggregation sites and disturb fish spawning aggregations. 
Researchers have indicated that fish spawning aggregations are critical to the 
reproductive success and sustainability of some species. 
Further research is required to fully understand the nature and scale of human 
activities that impact on sites or aggregations, but there is evidence that some 
species of fish which aggregate for the purposes of spawning are susceptible to 
disturbance. 
Activities that damage coral or change coral topography may threaten 
spawning events and reproductive success rates of some fish populations. 
Likely or known fish spawning aggregation sites should not be publicised 
without prior protection and enforceability of requirements. 
(i) Fish spawning aggregation site strategy 
The Authority's strategy to minimise damage to fish spawning aggregation sites and 
disturbance of fish spawning aggregations is to continue to consider the location of 
known fish spawning aggregation sites when locating moorings, pontoons and Reef 
Anchorages. /SW nlso l .lO~c)~iii),  l . l O ( c K i ~ ~ ~ ,  Sch 8J 
Note: The Authority will continue to monitor and develop measures for fish spawning aggregation sites 
In the Area as part of Marine Park-wide strategies. 
1.7 BIRD CONSERVATION: VALUES, ISSUES AND STRATEGIES 
ADDRESSED IN THIS PLAN 
(a) Bird conservation values 
Birds are an important part of the nature conservation values of the Marine Park and 
form an integral part of the ecosystem. 
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Seabirds are an integral component of marine ecosystems. 
Seabirds and other birds are essential components of the ecology of islands and 
cays. 
Some species of birds that roost or nest on islands and cays are important to 
the health of the nearby Wet Tropics World Heritage Area. 
Table 1 lists the islands and cays that support important bird roosting and 
nesting grounds. 
Table 1. Bird nesting a n d  roosting sites 
Sector Site 
Lizard Island / Seabird Islet 
Offshore Port Douglas i West Hope and Woody Islands, Mackay and Undine Cays 
Offshore Cairns Michaelmas, Vlasoff and Upolu Cays 
(Michaelmas Cay is rated as the second mast important bird nesting site in 
' the Great Barrier Reef Wclrld Heritage Area and the most significant bird l . . l neshng slte in the Cairns Section.) 
South Offshore Cairns ( Sudbury Cay 
(b) Bird conservation issues 
Roosting and nesting birds are disturbed by noisy activities and inappropriate 
visitation. 
There are only a few cays and islands suitable for bird breeding and roosting 
in or adjacent to the Area. 
Bird breeding and roosting populations are susceptible to noisy or intrusive 
activities, inappropriate visitor behaviour and visitation. 
Increasing demand for access to islands and cays where b ~ r d s  roost or nest 
cannot be met without threatening the sustainab~lity of bird populations in the 
Area. 
A number of species of birds have exhibited declining breeding success rates in 
the Area. 
(C) Bird conservation strategies 
The Authority's strategies are to minimise disturbance to birds roosting and nesting in 
the Area, by: 
(i) limiting the number of people on vessels or aircraft operating adjacent to 
significant bird roosting or nesting islands or cays; ISCC ~ S U  1.10 (C)(;), 
I.lOfdfiiJ, 2.2, Sch 4 h51 
(ii) requiring that within the Michaelmas Cay Locality a person must not operate: 
an aircraft; or 
a vessel or aircraft under power at a speed greater than 6 knots; or 
a horn, loudspeaker or siren; ISccn l s~~  ~ . l ( ~ l c ) f i i ~ ,  2,731 
(iii) requiring that a person must not operate a vessel or aircraft under power at a 
speed greater than 6 knots within the Low Island Locality; 
[See also l.lOfc)(irJ, 2 121 
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(iv) requiring that a person must not operate a hovercraft, or a vessel used for 
motorised watersport, in a Location, other than Lizard Island Locality 2; and 
[See also 1.2O(c)(i1), 1.1 Ofc)(u), 2.81 
(v) limiting the growth of tourist program use adjacent to significant bird roosting 
or nesting islands or cays. /Seealso l.IOfc)fii), ~.lOfc)fr~i), 1.141c), 2.151 
Note: The Authority will continue to monitor and develop measures fnr bird conservation within the Area 
as part of Marine Park-wide threatened species consemation programs. 
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DIVISION 3 - CULTURAL AND HERITAGE VALUES, ISSUES 
AND STRATEGIES 
1.8 CULTURAL A N D  HERITAGE VALUES, ISSUES AND STRATEGIES 
ADDRESSED IN THIS PLAN 
(a) Cultural and heritage values 
Indigenous groups have a relationship with the marine environment and particular 
areas in, or adjacent to, the Area, and sites of heritage value exist in the Area. 
This relationship is demonstrated by: 
- the existence in the Area, of sites of cultural and heritage significance to 
traditional inhabitants; and 
- the conduct, by traditional inhabitants, of traditional activities including 
subsistence activities in the Area. 
Nature conservation values form the basis of many cultural values. 
The Authority, on the advice of a number of local indigenous groups, has 
identified Locations that have particular cultural and heritage significance, as 
described in table 2. 
Table  2. Locations of cultural and  heritage significance a n d  importance for cultural activities 
1 Sector 
Lizard lsland 
Offshore Port Douglas 
Offshore Cairns 
South Offshore Cairns 
Frankland Islands 
Location 
Locality 1 and Locality 4 
Cowie Point, Bailey Point, Pearl Reef, East Hupe lsland Reef, West I-lope 
lsland Reef, Ruby Reef, Endeavour Reef, Pickersgill Reef, Evening Reef, 
Rudder Reef, Tongue Reef, Snapper I5land Reef, Uatt Reef and Low Island 
Locality 
Hastings Reef Locality 2, Michaelmas Reef, Arlington Reuf and Green 
lsland Reef 
Moorr Reuf Locality 2. Sudbury and Scc,tt Reefs 
Islands within the Frankland I h n d s  Suctw 
-- - 
The Low Island lighthouse and light station was built in 1878. The light station 
is a rare example of long-term human habitation of a Marine Park cay. 
(b) Cultural and heritage issues 
Increasing use of the Area has put pressure on cultural and heritage sites and may 
displace some cultural activities. 
A decrease in the nature conservation values of the Area may diminish the 
successful maintenance of cultural and heritage values and uses. 
Greater use of parts of the Area by large vessels or by vessels with large 
groups of people at  some Locations may impair cultural and heritage values of 
traditional inhabitants. 
Inappropriate use may compromise cultural and heritage values for traditional 
inhabitants at certain places. 
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(C) Cultural and heritage strategy 
The Authority's strategy is to take a precautionary approach to generally prevent 
further growth in use of the reefs of value to indigenous people, while allowing for 
continuation of established uses, by: 
(i) managing the intensity of tourism use to the Area; [See also 1.1 O(c,Yrril, 1.11 
fb), 1.12 - 1.161 
(ii) generally allocating low use categories to Locations with significant cultural 
values; /See also 1.lOfcifi)-i i i i), 2.2, Sclt 4 6.51 
(iii) generally limiting the number of moorings and pontoons that will be 
permitted at Locations with significant cultural values; 
\See also 1.10fc)fiiii. Scll 6 6. 71 
(iv) designating some Locations as Sensitive Locations with additional or special 
protection; and 15rrnlso l . lOfci( i i ) ,  1.14fc), 2.2, 2.15, Sch 51 
(v) providing exemption for traditional inhabitants from restrictions on the 
number of people on a vessel or aircraft that can access Locations if 
undertaking activities, not involving the take of plants, animals or marine 
products, for the purposes of Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander custom or 
tradition. isre niso 2.21 
Note: The Authority maintains a management presence at LOW Island. 
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DIVISION 4 - SCIENTIFIC VALUES, ISSUES 
AND STRATEGIES 
1.9 SCIENTIFIC VALUES, ISSUES AND STRATEGIES ADDRESSED IN 
THIS PLAN 
(a) Scientific values 
The protection and conservation of the values of the Area will depend, in part, 
on the knowledge and understanding gained from scientific research and 
monitoring. 
Basic, strategic and applied research is undertaken in the Marine Park. 
There are research stations at two locations in the Area of high scientific value: 
Lizard Island and Low Island. 
- Scient
i
fic values of Low Isles derive from the diversity of natural features 
and from being the site of the 1928-1929 Great Barrier Reel Expedition. It is 
one of the few coral reefs in the world for which a long series of data exists 
and presents an unusual and valuable opportunity for continuing long term 
studies. 
- Lizard Island is a mid-shelf continental island with a wide range of adjacent 
marine habitats. Lizard Island Locality 1 has possibly unique coral 
communities. 
(b) Scientific issues 
Appropriate research is necessary to improve understanding of the Area and 
guide effective long-term management. 
Access to moorings is necessary to undertake research in some location.: 
Limiting the placement and use of moorings may inhibit research. 
Inappropriate activities, including vessel anchoring and fishing may 
detrimentally affect ongoing research projects in places of high scientific 
values. This is particularly relevant for some locations that have high long- 
term scientific research values. 
(C) Scientific strategies 
The Authority's strategies to conserve the scientific values of the Area are to ensure 
Areas of high scientific research values are protected, and access for permitted research 
that is consistent with the values of the Area is not inhibited, by: 
(i) providing a general exemption for permitted research from the enfwcc.ment 
provisions contained in I'art 2 of the Plan. However, research permit 
assessment must consider the provisions of the I'lan to ensure consistency with 
the intent of the Plan; {SW nlso 2.11 
(ii) providing a general exemption for the purpose of research from limitations on 
the placement and number of moorings and other permanently moored 
facilities. However, research permissions will remain subject to meeting all 
other requirements, including permission application, assessment and 
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decision processes under the Regulations, suitability of installation sites and 
Reef Anchorage needs; lSee also I.IO(c)(iiijl 
(iii) limiting the impacts that may affect the values of Low Island Locality as a 
long-term research site, particularly in relation to nutrient levels in the Marine 
Park, by: 
prohibiting waste discharge; and 
limiting manipulative research to that likely to: 
- complement research conducted by the 1928-1929 Great Barrier Reef 
Expedition; or 
- directly assist the management of the Low Island Locality; or 
- contribute to understanding of nutrient levels in the Marine Park, and 
cannot reasonably be conducted elsewhere; /See nlso 2.121 
(iv) limiting the impacts that may affect scientific values at Lizard Island Locality 1, 
by prohibiting: 
anchoring by vessels more than 7 metres in overall length, 
fishing in part of the Locality to protect specific resecrch sites; and 
lSee olso 2.111 
(v) allowing relevant permissions for the purpose of research to be granted for 
whale watching in the Area. 
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DIVISION 5 -USE OF THE AREA, ISSUES AND STRATEGIES 
1.10 USE OF THE AREA, ISSUES AND STRATEGIES ADDRESSED IN 
THIS PLAN 
(a) Use of the Area 
The Area includes some of the most intensively used reefs and waters in the Marine 
Park and has the Marine Park's highest level of marine tourism use. There is a wide 
diversity of use in the Area: 
Research is conducted throughout the Area. Research stations are located at 
Lizard Island and Low Island. 
Commercial reef line fishing, trawling, collecting, mariculture and aquarium 
trade collecting are established uses of the Area. 
Marine tourism operations visit all Sectors and most Locations in the Area on a 
regular or periodic basis. The Area has major potential for the presentation of 
Great Barrier Reef World Heritage values. 
Hunting, fishing and collecting are undertaken by indigenous people in 
Locations in the Area (particularly in inshore reef areas). Locations that have 
been identified by local indigenous groups as significant for cultural purposes 
are described in table 2. 
Recreational activities include yachting, boating of other kinds and fishing in 
the Area and tends to be concentrated in inshore areas near population centres 
and around the inner reefs, particularly in areas described in table 3. 
Table 3. Areas o f  concentrated recreational use 
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Sector 
Lizard Island 
Offshore Port Douglas 
Offshore Cairns 
South Offshore Cairns 
Frankland Islands 
Location 
p~-~ 
Lizard Island 
East Hope lsland Rcef, West tlc~pe Mand Reef, I'ickcrsgill Reef, Evening 
Reef, Rudder Reef, Tongue Reef, Snapper lsland Rcef, Batt Reef 
Michaelmas Reef, Oyster Reef, Vlasoff Reef, Arlingtm Rccf, 
Upolu Cay Reef, Green lsland Reef 
Thetfurd Reef, Moore Reef, Elfurd Reef, Uriggs Rccf, Sudbury 
Reef, Scott Reef 
Frankland Islands Sector rccfs 
pp--- . 
The Area's natural scenery values form part of the values of the Great Barrier 
Reef World Heritage Property and assist in providing significant presentation 
opportunities. 
The coastal regions adjacent to the Offshore Port Douglas and Frankland 
Islands Sectors comprise part of the Wet Tropics World Heritage Property The 
Authority considers that, with limited coastal development, the Sectors 
provide the opportunity to present the World Heritage values of the Marine 
Park in association with the adjacent Wet Tropics. 
(b) Use issues 
Growth in use may erode current and potential values (including opportunities for 
use) of the Area 
Increasing use is displacing other uses at some Locations. 
The number of private moorings and pontoons installed in the Area, is limiting 
anchoring access to other users. 
Large, permanently moored facilities have the potential to compromise the 
Area's scenic values. 
Noisy or intrusive water sports such as jet-skis may impair the values of the 
Area, including use and presentation values. 
The tourist permissions system has inadequately managed high growth in use, 
because it: 
- is based on case-by-case assessment and decision for tourist program 
permissions, without adequately addressing the cumulative impacts of 
operations overall; and 
- allows for visitation to the Area well in excess of actual use. The available 
information indicates that use to the permitted level would result in 
visitation that would degrade the values of the Area. 
(C) Use strategies 
The Authority's intent is to manage growth in use to reduce conflict and provide now 
and into the future for a range of opportunities consistent with nature conservation, 
scientific, cultural and world heritage values. This will be achieved by using the 
following strategies. 
(i) Limit the number of people per vessel or aircraft accessing each Location as 
described in table 4. [See R/SO 2.2, Sch 41 
Schedule 4 of this Plan lists each Location and the category of use for that 
Location. 
Table 4. Limits on use levels 
Category of Use 1 low Use levels maximum number of people per vessel or aircraft (includes crew) - 15; I 
no private moorings or pontoons except those already permitted. 
moderate 
I intensive 
L 
The lim 
maximum number of people per vessel or aircraft (includes crew) - 60; 
some to many private moorings, no pontoons unless already permitted. 
limit of use set by environmental sustainability; 
many private moorings and some pontoons. I 
; on use levels will provide for a range of use opportunities across . .. 
the Area, according to the size of groups aboard individial vessels or 
aircraft. 
This Plan is intended to minimise the need to intensively manage the 
number of vessels or aircraft at a Location at any one time (except at 
Sensitive Locations). The Authority's aim is to maximise the flexibility of 
choice for visitors to the Area (while maintaining use at sustainable levels) 
considering current known levels of use, the likely growth in use and the 
availability of alternatives. Changmg patterns of use, major increases in use 
or impacts on values may require more detailed management of some 
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Locations in the future. 
From l July 1999, all Marine Park users must operate within these limits. 
The main impact of these provisions will be on tourism operations. Tourism 
operations that operate to a pontoon or that meet eligibility criteria may be 
exempted from numbers limits. (See also 1.14(n), 1 151 
The Authority considers management of the number of vessels or aircraft for 
tourism use across the Area is necessary to preserve a range of opportunities 
Table 6. Sensitive Locations - specific requirements 
because of the high current level of toui+<use of the ~ r e a ,  the past pattern 
of rapid growth and likely future growth. 
The category of use level for each Location was determined by considering: 
- known values; 
- existing use; 
- zoning and implications of use allowed under the Zoning Plan; and 
- characteristics including size of reef, coral cover and anchoring 
opportunities. 
(ii) Manage Locations with high nature conservation values, cultural and 
heritage values, scientific values or use opportunities as Sensitive Locations as 
listed in table 5. \See also 2.10 - 2.13, 2.15, Sch 51 
Table 5. Sensitive Locations 
. 
Location r ~ i & s e d  spec;al requirements . -. on activities 
Sector 
Lizard Island 
Ribbon Reefs 
Offshore Port Douglas 
Cairns 
South Offshore Cairns 
Frankland Islands 
Low Island Locality 
P 
Location 
Lizard Island Locality 1 
Cod Hole Locality 
Low Island Locality, East Hope Island Reef, West Hop? Island Reef, 
Cape Tribulation Bay Locality 1, Snapper lsland Reef 
Michaelmas Cay Locality, Green Island Reef 
Sudbury Cay Locality 
Frankland Islands Sector 
~p ~~ - . . 
Michaelmas Cay Locality 
Sensitive Locations have either a low or moderate category of use, 
depending on the values that require protection, and the current use 
opportunities of the Sensitive Location. 
Many Sensitive Locations have special requirements on particular activities 
to manage effects as listed in table 6. 
Cod Hole Locality 
Lizard lsland Locality 1 
vessel or aircraft speed limit h knots; 
no  public access tu Low lsland bctwccn sunset and sunrise; 
no discharge of wastes 
vessel or aircraft speed limit uf h knots; 
horns, loudspeakers or sirens not to bc used. 
no anchoring. 
no anchoring by vessels or aircraft more than 7 metres in c~verall ength; 
no fishing (except trolling or bait netting for pelagic species) within 250 
metres off the coast. 
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The intents of the proposals are: 
six knot speed limits at Low Island and Michaelmas Cay Localities are 
to reduce likely disturbance to birds nesting and roosting on adjacent 
cays; 
prohibition on public access to Low Island between sunset and sunrise 
include reducing the risk of damage to vegetation and the lightstation 
and to provide privacy for residents; 
prohibitions on aircraft entry, to the use of horns, loudspeakers or sirens 
in Michaelmas Cay Locality to minimise risks of disturbing seabirds 
nesting or roosting on Michaelmas Cay; 
prohibition on anchoring in the Cod Hole Locality to prevent anchor 
damage to corals in this heavily used Location; 
prohibition on anchoring by vessels or aircraft more than 7 metres in 
overall length in Lizard Island Locality 1 to protect a rare field of 
solitary corals; and 
prohibition on fishing in Lizard Island Locality 1 to protect specific 
research sites. 
The Authority intends to maintain in principle a general opportunity to 
access and use Locations consistent with Zoning Plan requirements, but 
subject to requirements to protect values. 
The intensity of tourism use will be managed at Sensitive Locations by 
limiting the number of vessels or aircraft operating tourism programs that 
can visit the Location on any one day. Tourist programs operating to the 
majority of Sensitive Locations are required to make a booking, with a limit 
on the number of bookings per day for each Sensitive Location. These limits 
are listed in Schedule 5. However, neither bookings nor limits to the number 
of permits are considered necessary for Lizard Island Locality 1 or Cod Hole 
Locality. 1Sr.c sbo i.lUirJiiri), 2.75, Sch 51 
* Tourism operations that meet eligibility criteria may be exempted from 
booking requirements and limits on the number of days the Sensitive 
Location may be entcwd, providing that the nuniber of days allowed does 
not exceed that permitted under an existing permission. 
IScr nlso 1.1411-11 
Tourism operations that meet eligtbility criteria may be exempted from 
limits on the maximum number of people per vessel or aircraft entering 
the Sensitive Location, providing that the number allowed does not 
exceed that permitted under an existing permission. [See also 1.14ic)l 
(iii) Limit the number of private moorings and pontoons that may be installed in 
each Location, and limit the installation of other structures. 
ISrenIso l.lflicjiirij, l . l l i n l ,  L l l i b ) ,  2.5, 2.7, Sclr G F- 71 
The intent of this strategy is to provide for a balanced combination of 
private and public access opportunities across the Area and, as far as 
possible consistent with values, at each Location and to protect natural 
scenery values. 
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The maximum numbers of permitted prlvate moorings and pontoons 
allowed at each Location are listed in Schedules 6 and 7 respectively. The 
numbers of moorings and pontoons permissible has been determined 
through consultation with users, consideration of Reef Anchorages and 
access opportunities, and compared to ava~lable information on coral cover, 
fish spawning aggregation sites and coral diversity. 
Moorings within a mooring or pontoon site and moorings for the purpose of 
research or navigation aides are not limited by the Plan. They remain subject 
to meeting all other requirements, including permission application, 
assessment and decision processes under the Regulations, suitability of 
installation sites and Reef Anchorage needs. 
Public moorings are not limited by the Plan. 
Permissions will not be granted for permanently moored facllihes other than 
private moorings or pontoons, unless the facihty is: 
- to be installed or operated within a mooring or pontoon site by the 
person holding the relevant permission for the mooring or pontoon at 
that site; 
- for the purposes of research or navigation aides; 
- for the purpose of a landing platform for helicopters at Vlasoff Reef 
(16-044b); or 
- the subject of an existing permission. 
The intent of the Authority in allowing for the installation of a helipad at 
Vlasoff Reef (16-044b) is to enable opportunities for tourism operations 
using helicopters and to provide an emergency evacuation facility in the 
Offshore Calms Sector to minimise disturbance to bird nesting and roosting 
populations on cays in the Area. 
Private mooring and pontoon sites will be protected from anchoring 
damage. AI1 permitted moorings will have to be marked by standard 
buoyage for public recognition. 
For the purposes of this Plan a fore and aft mooring is considered one 
mooring. 
The Authority has made provision for a pontoon at Hastings Reef Locality 1, 
but does not intend to grant permission to install or operate a pontoon at 
this Location, unless in the opinion of the Authority and on the request of a 
pontoon permittee, it is necessary to relocate a pontoon to allow recovery of 
an existing pontoon slte wh~ch as suffered damage due to an acute natural 
event. 
(iv) Provide for Reef Anchorages where new private moorings and pontoons 
may not be installed. [See also I J I ~ ) ,  2.6, Sch 81 
Reef Anchorages are intended to: 
- provide for some places where reasonable access will not be inhibited 
by moorings; and 
- encourage the use of places that are least likely to cause damage to 
coral. 
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Reef Anchorages are listed in Schedule 8. 
The Authority will not grant a permission allowing the installation of new 
private moorings or pontoons in a Reef Anchorage, but may allow 
replacement of existing structures. 
Reef Anchorages have been identified through consultation with users and 
compared to available information on coral cover, fish spawning 
aggregation sites and coral diversity. 
Notes: 
1. Field studies may require proposals to amend the Plan i f  high coral values, fish spawning aggregation 
sites or other values are subsequently identified. 
2. Public moorings may be installed to complement or replace Reef Anchorages, depending or 
availability of resources, the needs and physical characteristics of sites and use patterns. 
3. Persons who are permitted, and who have installed a mooring in a Reef Anchorage may be rrquestea 
to move that mooring to another place in the same Location, and may be required to move the 
mooring when a permission expires. 
4. Detailed Site Plans for Locations not listed in Schedule 8 may be prepared and may result in 
proposals to amend this Plan. 
5. The term 'no limit' in Schedules h and 7 means only that the Authority has not placed a maximum 
limit on the number of private moorings or pontoons at that Location. Applications to install private 
moorings or pontoons remain subject to meeting all other requirements, including permission 
application, assessment and decision processes under the Regulations, suitability of installation sites 
and Reef Anchorage needs. 
(v) Limit noisy activities that may impair values of the Area, including use and 
presentation values. (Sec nlsu 2.81 
The Authority intends that a person must not operate a hovercraft, or 
conduct motorised watersport, in a Location, other than Lizard Island 
Locality 2 to: 
- protect nature conservation values, including roosting and nesting birds 
where applicable; 
- encourage use of reefs for nature-based use and appreciation; and 
- reduce disturbance to nature-based uses and other reasonable use. 
The Plan limits the number of operations regularly using aircraft, and the 
Authority intends to not allow the conversion of tourist program 
permissions involving the use of a vessel to use involving an aircraft. 
Generally, the Authority is less concerned with the mechanism of entry than 
the level and purposes of entry to the Area, but studies have indicated that 
aircraft have impacts requiring special management. 
(vi) Limit the maximum number of vessels or aircraft operating tourist programs 
in the Area per day, except those operating to private moorings or pontoons. 
ISccnlsu 1.12- 1.17, 2.141 
New tourism operations and operations that do not meet the eligibility 
criteria of this Flan may only operate in the Area by anchoring up to 50 days 
a year. These operations will generally have to book to the Area, and 
bookings will be limited to allow no more than 40 vessels a day access to the 
Area. Tourism operations that meet eligibility criteria set out in table 7 may 
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be exempted from booking requirements. 
A limited number of tourism operations that meet eligibility criteria may 
have access to the Area up to all year, but with a 50 days a year limit on the 
number of times the operation can visit any specific Location. Tourism 
operations that meet eligibility criteria may be exempted from the 50 days a 
year limit to specific Locations up to the number of days use now permitted. 
New or existing operations to a private mooring or pontoon may operate all 
year, except to Sensitive Locations other than Cod Hole Locality or Lizard 
Island Locality 1. 
- The Authority intends that an operation to a private mooring or 
pontoon must have a written agreement for use of that facility with the 
relevant permission holder and must notify the Authority of the private 
moorings or pontoons to which they will operate. This information will 
be publicly available to prevent misrepresentation of operating 
arrangements. 
- The Authority may impose limits on use of specific private moorings or 
pontoons if necessary irrespective of any agreements that may exist. 
- The Authority intends that private mooring and pontoon permission 
holders will exercise responsibility for managing use of private 
moorings and pontoons at levels and of a nature that maintains 
mooring and pontoon site values. 
- The Authority intends that private mooring and pontoon permission 
holders collectively will allow development of tourism growth 
potential. 
- The Authority intends that the flexibility inherent in allowing tourism 
operation growth associated with private moorings and pontoons will 
provide opportunity and incentives for diversity of tourism operations 
in the Area. 
- The Authority encourages private mooring and pontoon permission 
holders to develop agreements for use of those facilities with other 
Marine Park users. 
New operations, and existing operations unless authorised as an exccption, 
will be required to have a booking to enter a Sensitivc I.ocation and m'ly not 
enter a specific Sensitive Location more than 50 days a year. 
Table 7 lists the types of tourist program operations that are consistent with this I'lan, 
The transition processes for tourism operations and implcmcntation o f  this Plan arc 
detailed in Division 6. 
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Table 7. Types of tourism operations consistent with this Plan 
-Operation type 
Standard Tour Operation 
(vessel or aircraft no more than 
70 metres) 
(i) may be endorsed to operate 
above limits on maximum 
numbers on a vessel or aircraft 
to specific Locations 
(ii) may be endorsed to enter 
the Area without u booking 
(iii) may be endorsed to enter 
Sensitive Lncations more than 
50 days a year and without a 
booking 
Regional Tour Operation 
(vessel or aircraft no more than 
70 metres) 
(i) may be endorsed tr, operate 
more than SO days tc~ specific 
Locations 
(ii) may be endorsed to operate 
above limits on maximum 
numbers on a vessel or 
aircraft to specific Locations 
(iii) may be endorsed to enter 
Sensitive Locations more than 
50 days a year and without ;l 
booking 
. 
Craftless Operation 
- - 
Hire Operation 
(a vessel, available for 
timeshare, hire nr charter 
without a master or crew, that 
is ntm-motorised or less than 
6 metres in overall length) 
Characteristics 
50 days access to the Area subject to 
a booking; or 
all year access to the Area if shown 
to operate to a pontoon or mooring 
as currently permitted under 
existing permissmn 
notification of intention to enter the 
Area is required instead of booking 
as currently permitted under 
existing permission 
all year access to the Area - 50 
days access to any one Location 
as c u r ~ ~ n t l y  perniitted under 
existing permission 
as currently permitted under 
existing permission 
as currently permitted under 
existing permission 
.  . . - .- -- .- 
the same access 'and activities as 
permitted for vessel or aircraft to 
be used for entry to the Area 
p~ 
all year access to the Area 
Eligibility requirements 
nil - nohfication of intention to 
use specific private moorings or 
pontoons is mquired 
existing operations must pmve 
operation to that Location at 
above number limits for at least 
50 days in 1996; or extenuating 
circumstances 
existing operations must prove 
operation to the Area at least 10 
days between 1/1/96 and 
30/6/97 and operation in 
another part of the M a ~ e  Park 
for at least 100 days in the same 
period; or extenuating 
circumstances 
existirg operations must prove 
operation to that Location at least 
50 days in 1996; or extenuating 
circumstances 
existing operations with proof 
nf operation in the Area at least M 
da).s between 1/1/96 and 
30/6/97; or extenuating 
circumstances 
existing operations must pmve 
operation to that Location at least 
SO days in 1996; or extenuating 
circumstances 
existing operations must prove 
operation to that Location at 
above number limits at least M 
days in 1996; or extenuating 
circumstances 
existing operations must prove 
operation to that Location at least 
50 days in 1996; or extenuating 
circumstances 
nil 
nil 
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0) m a y  be endorsed to operate as currently perm~tted under I exlsling oprratlms must prove more than 50 days in the Area existing perm~s,~,,~, ooer.lfion NI the Area at least S0 
Operation type 
Cruise Ship Operation 
(vessel more than 70 metres) 
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Characteristics 
50 days access to the Area 
access to Locations limited to: 
Lizard Island Locality 2 
Lizard Island Locality 3 
Ribbon Reef No. 2 
Ribbon Reef No. 5 
only one cruise ship to be at a 
Location at any one time 
-. 
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Eligibility requirements 
nil 
days in 1996; or extenuating 
circumstances 
DIVISION 6 - TRANSITION AND IMPLEMENTATION 
This Plan provides for: 
Development of further proposals associated with: 
- Reef Anchorages; 
- the management of private moorings and pontoons; and 
- the allocation of new moorings to the limits specified in Schedule 6 
Permissions that may be granted for tourism operations after the Plan 
commences. 
Exceptions to the requirements of this Plan that may be authorised for existing 
tourist programs that meet the required eligibility criteria set by this Plan. 
Requirements and procedures for application, assessment and decisions 
concerning relevant permissions are otherwise as provided for in the Act, 
Regulations and Zoning Plan. 
1.11 PRIVATE MOORINGS AND PONTOONS 
(a) Site plans 
Site plans are required to determine the appropriate balance of private and 
public access opportunities, which may include future proposals to designate 
Reef Anchorages, at the Locations listed in table 8. 
No new private moorings or pontoons will be permitted at these Locations (if 
allowed under this Plan) until site plans have been prepared and any resultant 
proposals for amendments to this Plan have been fully considered. 
(b) Private moorings and pontoons 
The Authority intends the assessment of applications to install or operate 
private moorings and pontoons will remain subject to detailed impact 
assessment and decisions, which may include limits to use of specific moorings 
and pontoons as necessary. 
The Authority, in deciding to grant a relevant permission to install a new 
mooring, will give first preference to a person who is eligible for a relevant 
permission or an authorisation to access a Sensitive Location without booking, 
providing: 
- that person relinquishes the relevant permission or authorisation to operate 
to the Sensitive Location without a booking; and 
Table 8. Locations requiring site plans 
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Sector 
Lizard Island 
Offshore Cairns 
South Offshore Cairns 
Frankland Islands 
Locations 
Lizard Island Localities 2 and 3 
Norman Reef, Michaelmas Cay Locality, Upolu Cay Reef, 
Green Island Reef Locality 1 
Flynn Reef, Milln Reef, Moore Reef Locality 2 
Normanby Island Reefs, Russell and Round Islands Reefs 1 
- if that person is the holder of a relevant permission to operate a mooring in 
a Sensitive Location that permission is also relinquished. 
The Authority, in deciding to grant a permission to install a new mooring, will 
give second preference to operations, and in particular to groups of operations, 
that if not granted a relevant permission to install a mooring, would otherwise 
be permitted to operate to the Location more than 50 days a year by anchoring. 
This system of preferential allocation is intended to provide alternatives to use 
of Locations by anchoring for tourism operations ehgible for more than 50 
days use a year by anchoring. A relevant permission or authorisation allowing 
more than 50 days entry to the Location by anchoring must be surrendered if 
that permittee is granted permission to install a private mooring at that 
Location. 
Notes: 
1. The Authority will, i f  necessary, allocate relevant permissions tu install a new mooring by ballot. 
2. Installation of private moorings and pontoons remains subject tn supervisinn. 
3. Permissions to install new monrings may be subject to completion of detailed site plans for reefs 
where private moorings are permitted and a Reef Anchorage has been designated. 
1.12 TOURISM MANAGEMENT GENERALLY lsecnlsu 1.73 - 7.77.2.14.2.151 
As far as possible, the Authority intends to set requirements to protect values 
generically in permissions or as general requirements by Location, rather than 
regulating individual operations. 
This approach requires clear definition of categories of permissions for tourist 
operations. 
Note: In this Plan this appn~ach ih adclptrd only in relation 11, relevant permissions for tourism irperaticms 
because these operations are more numerous and cumulativcly affect the valucs <,f the A r m  A similar 
approach may beadopted for other types uf pcrmissims in future i f  ncccssary. 
This Plan limits certain types of tourist program5 whilst allowing for growth in 
tourist visitation to the Area and greater flexibility for most tourism 
operations. 
The Authority intends that for the purposes of this Plan, the only tourist 
program permissions that may be granted in the Area are those consistent with 
the provisions of this Plan. The Authority intends that i f  a proposal is of the 
nature of a tourist program requiring a written permission under the Zoning 
Flan and is not provided for in this Plan, then i t  may lead to a proposal to alter 
the Plan in accordance with legislative requirements. 
The essential requirements for categories of tourism operations in the Area are 
as set out in this Plan. 
1.13 TYPES OF TOURISM OPERATIONS SUBJECT TO ELIGIBILITY 
REQUIREMENTS lSer also 7.15. 7 771 
The Authority recognises Regional Tour Operations as a valid use of the 
Marine Park and of the Area providing a range of experiences otherwise 
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unavailable, but recognises the number of such operations must be limited to 
protect the nature conservation, cultural and heritage, and scientific values and 
use opportunities of the Area. 
A relevant permission or an authorisation for a Regional Tour Operation may 
be granted only if the permittee demonstrates: 
- the permission for the operation was current when this Plan commenced; 
and 
- the operation was previously permitted to operate in the Area more than 50 
days a year, without a requirement to operate only while attached to a 
private mooring or pontoon, and did so at least 50 days between 1 January 
1996 and 30 June 1997; or 
- there are extenuating circumstances that warrant the grant of the exception 
or permission. 
Exception: Regional Tour Operations may also be authorised or permitted to 
operate more than 50 days a year to one or more specific Locations if the 
permittee demonstrates in respect of each Location: 
- the permission for the operation was current when this Plan commenced; 
and 
- the operation was previously permitted to operate to the Location in the 
Area more than 50 days a year and did so at least 50 days in 1996; or 
- there are extenuating circumstances that warrant the grant of the exception 
or permission. 
1.14 EXCEPTIONS AVAILABLE TO TOURISM OPERATIONS 
This Plan provides for possible exceptions for some tourism operations in relation to 
some: ls~rnl.so 1.15, 1.171 
general requirements; and 
tourism operations limits 
(a) Exceptions to limits of people per vessel or aircraft allowed access to each 
Location 
* The Authority has made provision for exceptions to the limits of people per 
vessel or aircraft for tourism operations to a Location considering: 
- permittees eligible for an exemption have been operating validly; and 
- there will be no increase in numbers over that currently permitted above the 
numbers limit. 
This Plan provides for some exceptions to the limits of people per vessel or 
aircraft at a Location for tourism operations, if the permittee demonstrates: 
- the operation is to a private pontoon or mooring in a pontoon site; or 
- the permission for the operation was current when this Plan commenced; 
and 
- the operation was previously permitted to operate there more than 50 days a 
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year and did so carrying more than the limit now set for that Location at 
least 50 days in 1996; or 
- there are extenuating circumstances that warrant the grant of the exception. 
The Authority's intent is that a permitted exception to a number limit would 
not be a reason for reduction in the number of persons that may be carried on 
a vessel or aircraft to a Location. 
(b) Exceptions to booking requirement to Area - Reef-wide operations 
The intent of the booking requirement is to manage per day the maximum 
level of use by tourism operations to the Area other than to private moorings 
or pontoons, while still allowing reasonable opportunities for access. 
The Authority recognises that some tourist programs operate across the Marine 
Park and may frequently operate within the Area while transiting between 
parts of the Marine Park. There are a limited number of such operations and a 
booking requirement on them is considered unnecessary. 
This Plan provides for some exceptions to the booking requirement to enter the 
Area for some tourism operations, if the permittee demonstrates: 
- the relevant permission for the operation was current when this Plan 
commenced; and 
- the operation was previously permitted to operate to the Area more than 50 
days a year and did so at least 10 days in a year between 1 January 1996 and 
30 June 1997; and 
- operated in another part of the Marine Park for at least 100 days in the same 
period of a year; or 
- there are extenuating circumstances that warrant the grant of the exception. 
(c) Exceptions to limits and booking requirements at Sensitive Locations 
This Plan provides for some exceptions to the limits of people per vessel or 
aircraft at a Sensitive Location for tourism operations, if the permittee 
demonstrates: 
- the relevant permission for the operation was current when this Plan 
commenced; and 
- the operation was previously permitted to operate there more than 50 days a 
year, and did so carrying more than the limit now set for that Location at 
least 50 days in 1996; or 
- there are extenuating circumstances that warrant the grant of the exception. 
This Plan provides for some exceptions to the booking requirement for tourism 
operations to a Sensitive Location, if the permittee demonstrates: 
- the relevant permission for the operation was current when this Plan 
commenced; and 
- the operation was previously permitted to operate there more than 50 days a 
year and did so to that Location at least 50 days in 1996; or 
- there are extenuating circumstances that warrant the grant of the exception. 
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The Authority has made provision for these exceptions at Sensitive Locations 
for tourism operations considering: 
- permittees eligible for an exemption have been operating validly under a 
relevant permission for which there has been detailed assessment of Impacts 
at that Location; 
- there will be no increase in numbers over that now permitted above the 
numbers limit; and 
- there will be no increase in the number of visits permitted to these 
Locations. 
It is the Authority's intent to maintain values of these Locations, and while 
continued growth in use is likely to impair these values, current levels of use, 
combined wlth special provisions as necessary for management of activities at  
the Location, are unlikely to impair values. 
The Authority's intent is that a permitted exception to the limits of people per 
vessel or aircraft for a tourism operation at a Sensitive Location alone would 
not be a reason for reduction in the number of persons that may be carried on 
a vessel or aircraft to a Location. 
Detailed impact assessment at these Locations will continue as necessary. 
Tourist programs using aircraft will only be eligible to access a Sensitive 
Location if eligible to be endorsed for more than 50 days per year access and 
no booking required. Tourist programs using aircraft not eligible for these 
endorsements will not be able to access a Sensitive Location. 
(d) Exceptions to limits of 50 days to the Area -Cruise Ship Operations 
The Plan provides for some exceptions to the limit of 50 days entry to the Area 
by Cruise Ship Operations if the permittee demonstrates: 
- the relevant permission for the operation was current when this Plan 
commenced; and 
- the operation was previously permitted to operate to the Area more than 50 
days a year, and did so at least 50 days in 1996; or 
- there arc extenuating circumstances that warrant the grant of the exception. 
(e) Exceptions to limits of 50 days to the Area with a booking - Gamefishing 
This Plan provides for some exceptions to Standard Tour Operations that may 
be permitted or authorised to enter the Area for more than 50 days without a 
booking i f  primarily for the purposes of gamefishing from September to 
December. 
A relevant permission or authorisation to conduct operations primarily 
associated with gamefishing in the Area may be granted without a 
requirement to meet eligibility criteria. This endorsement will allow an 
operation to enter the Area primarily for the purpose of gamefishing in the 
months of September, October, November and December without a booking 
and without a limit of 50 days on entry to the Area. Limits of not more than 50 
days to any Location and not more than 30 days in any 60 days in the Ribbon 
Reefs Sector apply, as do requirements to meet limits on the number of persons 
per vessel or aircraft to Locations unless separately endorsed otherwise. 
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A relevant permission or authorisation to conduct operations primarily for the 
purpose of gamefishing in the Area will not preclude other permitted tourism 
activities in the Area. The Authority intends, that should suspected abuses of 
this endorsement occur (for example, operations gaining entry to the Area with 
little or no association with gamefishing activities), proposals may be made to 
amend this Plan to manage gamefishing in more detail. 
1.l5 EVIDENTIARY REQUIREMENTS FOR TOURISM OPERATIONS 
[See also 1 171 
(a) Proof of eligibility for a relevant permission or authorisation for an exception to a 
tourist program operation, may be by: 
reference to Environmental Management Charge returns held by the Authority 
before 1 July 1997; or 
reference to other official documents or records such as: 
- vessel or aircraft log books; and 
- passenger manifests or dive logs; or 
proof of extenuating circumstances, which may include: 
- personal illness or circumstances that prevented operations that woula 
otherwise have enabled the permission holder to have met eligibility 
criteria; or 
- grant of a relevant permission at such a time that the permission holder 
could not reasonably have met eligibility criteria but otherwise clearly 
intended to commence tourism operations in accordance with that 
permission. 
(b) A person seeking to prove eligibility by reference to documents or records not 
held by the Authority on 1 July 1997 will be required to provide evidence not only 
of the number of days entry to the Area or Location required for the eligibility 
criteria, but also of all tourism operations conducted in the Marine Park in the year 
or years during which it is claimed the eligibility criteria are met. 
(c) A person seeking the grant of a relevant permission or an authorisation for an 
exception for a Regional Tour Operation, a Standard Tour Operation or Cruise Ship 
Tour Operation must apply for the relevant permission or authorisation and 
provide information in support of their application. 
1.16 RELEVANT PERMISSION REPLICATION ISSUES 
(a) Management of levels of tourism use will fail if entry under several permissions 
for the same purpose using the same vessels or aircraft may be replicated. 
(b) A person who holds a relevant permission or authorisation for a Regional Tour 
Operation and a relevant permission or authorisation for a Standard Tour 
Operation for the same vessel or aircraft will not be able to make a booking for 
entry to the Area for that vessel or aircraft. 
(C) A person who holds a relevant permission or authorisation for a Regional Tour 
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Operation for a vessel with an authority allowing more than 50 days entry to a 
Sensitive Location without a requirement to make a booking will not be able to 
make a booking for that vessel to enter the Sensitive Location. 
(d) Standard Tour Operations: bookings for access to the Area or to Sensitive Locations 
will be made in relation to a vessel or aircraft as applicable, irrespective of the 
number of permissions on which that vessel or aircraft may appear. For example, if 
two Standard Tour Operations have been granted allowing for the use of a specific 
vessel or aircraft, that vessel or aircraft will only be booked to allow 50 days to the 
Area, not 100 days. 
1.17 IMPLEMENTING THIS PLAN 
The Authority intends the following implementation stages for this Plan: 
(a) Stage 1: 
Regulations to give effect to the Enforcement Provisions of Part 2 prepared; 
Preparation of site plans. 
(b) Stage 2: 
Cairns Area Plan of Management gazetted, provisions of Part 1 commence; 
Grant of new permissions subject to the requirements of this Plan; 
Site plans finalised; 
Regulations to give effect to the Enforcement Provisions of Part 2 proposed for 
gazettal. 
(C) Stage 3: 
Regulations giving effect to the Enforcement Provisions of Part 2 gazetted; 
Requirements of Part 2 come into effect on the day of gazettal; except for the 
following requirements, which the Authority intends to come into effect on 
July 1999: 
- limits on the number of people per vessel or aircraft that may enter 
Locations; and 
- rcquircments for tourism operations to either operate for not more than 50 
Jays a year and with a booking, or operate in accordance with a relevant 
permission or authorisation granted consistent with this Plan; 
Holders of existing tourist program permissions formally notified of transition 
requirements. 
Consideration of authorised exemption or permission consistent with this Plan. 
Nt,tc: I(xistins tcuriht pn,gr;lrn pel-missl'ms will only be considered for authorised exceptions or new 
pcrm~ssions ccmsistcnt with this Plan if  llw existing permission ht~lder requests an authorisation to be 
uscd in ccmjunclicr with the current rt.lw.lnt permission o r  a new relevant permission, and supplies 
ncccss.~l-y informiiticrn in relation to eligibility criteria. 
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P A R T 2 - ENFORCEMENT PROVISIONS 
Notes: 
1. Regulations may be made providing for giving effect to the enforcement provisions of a plan of 
management or to the enforcement pmvisions of an amendment of a plan of management. See 
66(2)@a) of the Act. 
2. The Act provides for offences in relation to: 
(a) the use or entry of a zone for a purpose other than a purpose permitted under a zoning plan; or 
(b) the use or entry of a zone without a relevant permission where permission is required under the 
. . 
zoning plan; or 
(c) the contravention of a condition to which a relevant permission is subject 
See Act, sections 38A, 388 and 38C. 
2.1 SPECIAL ACCESS TO, OR USE OF, THE AREA 
The Authority intends to provide in Regulations an exemption from the provisions of 
this part that restrict access to, or use of, the Area for a person: 
(a) to enforce a law of the Commonwealth or Queensland by a person authorised 
under that law (or another law of that kind) to enforce the law; 
(b) to carry out government reconnaissance or government surveillance; or 
(c)  whose purpose of use and entry is for a purpose provided for in clause 19 ('Access 
in special circumstances') or clause 20 ('Research and monitoring') of the Zoning 
Plan. 
2.2 RESTRICTIONS ON ACCESS TO LOCATIONS IN  THE AREA - 
GENERALLY 
(a) The Authority intends to provide in Regulations limitations on the number of 
people on a vessel or aircraft that can access Locations in the Area, as follows: 
(i) into a low use Location if the vessel or aircraft is carrying more than 15 people; 
or 
(ii) into a moderate use Location if the vessel or aircraft is carrying more than 60 
people. 
(b) It is intended that subclause (a) will not apply to: 
(i) a person who operates a vessel or aircraft into a Location if it is in transit, by 
the most direct and reasonable route practicable, to a place outside the 
Location; 
(ii) a person who operates a vessel or aircraft into a Location if it is being used in 
accordance with a relevant permission or an authorisation to which subclauses 
2.14(c), 2.14(d), 2.15(c) and 2.15(d) apply and that relevant permission or 
authorisation endorses use and entry contrary to subclause 2.Z(a); 
(iii) a person who operates a vessel or aircraft into a Location if it is operating to a 
pontoon or a mooring within a pontoon site (except a pontoon or a mooring in 
a pontoon site at the Low Island Locality); or 
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(iv) traditional inhabitants for activities, not involving the taking of plants, animals 
or marine products, for the purposes of Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander 
custom or tradition. 
(c) The Authority intends that this clause will come into effect on 1 July 1999. 
2.3 RESTRICTIONS ON ACCESS TO RIBBON REEFS SECTOR 
The Authority intends to provide in Regulations that a person must not operate a 
vessel or aircraft, unless in transit, into a Location in the Ribbon Reefs Sector on more 
than 30 days in any period of 60 days. 
2.4 RESTRICTIONS ON USE OF PUBLIC MOORINGS 
The Authority intends to provide in Regulations that a person must not attach a vessel 
or aircraft to a public mooring in the Area for more than 4 hours in any period of 24 
hours. 
2.5 RESTRICTIONS ON INSTALLATION AND OPERATION OF 
PRIVATE MOORINGS 
The Authority intends to provide in Regulations that from 1 July 1999 a person who 
has been granted a relevant permission to install or operate a private mooring, must 
ensure that the mooring is marked by a standard type of mooring buoy, in accordance 
with the Regulations, that easily dist~nguishes the design specification and relevant 
permission number. 
2.6 RESTRICTIONS ON DAMAGING CORAL AND ANCHORING 
(a) The Authority intends to provide in Regulations that a person must not knowingly, 
recklessly or negligently damage, including running aground or anchoring on 
coral in the Area. 
(b) It is intended that in regard to subclause (a) special consideration would be given 
to a person who anchors a vessel or aircraft with due care to avoid damage to 
coral: 
(i) for protection from a wind blowing from the north; 
(ii) using a lightweight reef pick; or 
(iii) in a Reef Anchorage as described in Schedule 8. 
(C) The Authority intends to provide in Regulations that a person must not anchor a 
large vessel in a Location except if anchoring: 
(I) in a Reef Anchorage as described in Schedule 8; 
(ii) Lizard Idand Locality 2; 
(hi) Lizard Island Locality 3; 
(iv) Ribbon Reef No. 5 (15438); or 
(v) Ribbon Reef No. 2 (15-075). 
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(d) The Authority intends to provide in Regulations that a person must not anchor a 
ship in a Location other than: 
(i) Lizard Island Locality 2; 
(ii) Lizard Island Locality 3; 
(iii) Ribbon Reef No. 5 (15-038); or 
(iv) Ribbon Reef No. 2 (15-075). 
2.7 RESTRICTIONS O N  ANCHORING IN MOORING SITES OR 
PONTOON SITES 
(a) The Authority intends to provide in Regulations that a person must not anchor a 
vessel or aircraft: 
(i) within a mooring site in the Area; or 
(ii) within a pontoon site in the Area. 
(b) It is intended that subclause (a) does not apply to a person who anchors a vessel or 
aircraft in a mooring site or a pontoon site at: 
(i) Lizard Island Locality 2; 
(ii) Lizard Island Locality 3; 
(iii) Cape Tribulation Bay Locality 1; 
(iv) East Hope Island Reef (15-065); 
(v) Low Island Locality; or 
(vi) Green Island Reef Locality 1. 
2.8 RESTRICTIONS O N  MOTORISED WATER SPORTS AND USE OF 
HOVERCRAFT 
The Authority intends to provide in Regulations that a person must not operate a 
hovercraft, or a vessel used for motorised water sport, in a Location, other than within 
Lizard Island Locality 2. 
2.9 RESTRICTIONS O N  TAKE OF DUGONG 
The Authority intends to provide in Regulations that a person must not take a dugong 
within the Area 
2.10 RESTRICTIONS O N  ACTIVITIES WITHIN COD HOLE LOCALITY 
The Authority intends to provide in Regulations that a person must not anchor with~n 
the Cod Hole Locality. 
2.11 RESTRICTIONS O N  ACTIVITIES WITHIN LIZARD ISLAND 
LOCALITY 1 
The Authority intends to provide in Regulations that a person must not: 
(a) anchor a vessel or aircraft within Lizard Island Locality 1 if the vessel or aircraft 
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has an overall length of more than 7 metres 
(b) fish (except trolling for pelagic species or bait netting for pelagic species) inshore or 
the coastal 250 metre line of Lizard Island Locality 1. 
2.12 RESTRICTIONS O N  ACTIVITIES WITHIN LOW ISLAND LOCALITY 
The Authority intends to provide in Regulations that a person must not: 
(a) operate a vessel or aircraft under power at a speed greater than 6 knots within the 
Low Island Locality; or 
(b) be on Low Island earlier than sunrise, or later than sunset, on any day; or 
(c) intentionally, recklessly or negligently discharge waste within the Low Island 
Locality. 
2.13 RESTRICTIONS ON ACTIVITIES WITHIN MICHAELMAS CAY 
LOCALITY 
The Authority intends to provide in Regulations that a person must not operate: 
(a) a vessel or aircraft under power at a speed greater than 6 knots within the 
Michaelmas Cay Locality; or 
(b) a horn, loudspeaker or siren within the Michaelmas Cay Locality 
2.14 TOURIST PROGRAMS - RESTRICTIONS ON ACCESS TO, AND 
USE OF, THE AREA 
[he Authority intends to provide in Regulations that: 
(a) This clause will come into effect on 1 July 1999 
(b) A person must not operate a vessel or aircraft in the Area, for the purpose of 
conducting a tourist program: 
(i) on more than 50 days per year; and 
( ~ i )  without a booking. 
(c) Subclause (b) wdl not apply to a person: 
(i) operating a vessel or aircraft for the purpose of conducting a tourist program 
to a private mooring or pontoon in a Location other than a Sensitive Location; 
and 
( i i )  who has the permission of the permit holder to access that private mooring or 
pontoon; or 
( i i i )  who has an  authorisation from the Authority to operate in accordance with an 
exception allowable under this I'lan; or 
(iv) whu has been granted a relevant pem~ission in relation to the Area after the 
commencement date of the Plan and is operating in accordance with that 
permission. 
(d) Subclause (b) will not apply to a person who holds an existing relevant 
permission to operate a vessel or aircraft in the Area, for the purpose of 
tourism and: 
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(i) has made application to the Authority before l July 1999 for a relevant 
permission or an authorisation: and 
(ii) has not received a decision from the Authority in relation to this application. 
2.15 TOURIST PROGRAMS - RESTRICTIONS ON ACCESS TO, AND 
USE OF, SENSITIVE LOCATIONS 
The Authority intends to provide in Regulations that: 
(a) A person must not operate an aircraft in a Sensitive Location, other than Cod Hole 
Locality and Lizard Island Locality 1, for the purpose of conducting a tourist 
program. 
(b) A person must not operate a vessel in a Sensitive Location, other than Cod Hole 
Locality and Lizard Island Locality 1, for the purpose of conducting a tourist 
program: 
(i) on more than 50 days per year; and 
(ii) without a booking. 
(c) Subclauses (a) and (b) will not apply to a person: 
(i) who has an authorisation from the Authority to operate in accordance with an 
exception allowable under this Plan; or 
(ii) who has been granted a relevant permission in relation to the Sensitive 
Location after the commencement date of the Plan and is operating in 
accordance with that permission. 
(d) Subclauses (a) and (b) will not apply to a person who holds an existing relevant 
permission to operate a vessel or aircraft in the Sensitive Location, for the purpose 
of tourism and: 
(i) has made application to the Authority before 1 July 1999 for a relevant 
permission or an authorisation: and 
(ii) has not received a decision from the Authority in relation to this application. 
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SCHEDULE 1 - CAIRNS AREA DESCRIPTION 
The Cairns Area comprises: 
1. the area of the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park the boundary of which is defined by the coastal 1500 
metre line around the island group comprising the 4 islands - Lizard Island (14116a). Palfrey lsland 
(14-116b). South Island (14-116~) and Seabird Islet (14-116d); and 
2. the area of the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park the boundary of which: 
(a) commences at the easternmost intersection of the parallel of latitude 17"19.95' south by the 5 
kilometre line which is the landward boundary of the Cairns Section; 
(b) runs then generally northerly along the landward boundary of the Cairns Section to its 
intersection by the coastal 1 kilometre line around High Island; 
(C) then generally north-westerly, northerly and north-easterly along that coastal 1 kilometre line to 
its intersection by the 5 kilometre line which is the landward boundary of the Cairns Section; 
(d) then generally north-westerly and northerly along the 5 kilometre line to its southernmost 
intersection by the coastal 5 kilometre line around Fitzroy Island; 
(e) then generally easterly, north-easterly, northerly, north-westerly and westerly along that coastal 5 
kilometre line to its intersection by the 5 kilometre line; 
(0 then generally north-westerly and westerly along the 5 kilometre line to its intersection by the 
geodesic between the point of latitude 16'49.70' south, longitude 145O53.40' east and the 
intersection of the parallel of latitude 16'47.20' south by the 5 kilometre line and then along this 
geodesic to its intersection with the 5 kilometre line; 
(g) then north-westerly, northerly and north-easterly along the 5 kilometre line to its intersection with 
the geodesic between the point of latitude 1699.00' south, longitude 145"30.W' east and the 
intersection of the parallel of latitude 16"17.00' south with the coastline at low water; 
(h) then north-westerly along that geodesic to the intersection of the parallel of latitude 16°17.00' 
south with the coastline at low water; 
(i) then generally northerly and north-westerly along that coastline at low water to its intersection by 
the meridian of longitude 145"22.71' east; 
(j) then north-easterly along the geodesic to the point of latitude 15"43.W' south, longitude 145'25.33' 
east; 
(k) then easterly along the geodesic to the point of latitude 15'42.85' south, longitude 145"28.23' east; 
(1) then south-easterly along the geodesic to the point of latitude 15"45.70' south, longibde 145'35.30' 
east; 
(m) then north-easterly along the geodesic to the point of latitude 15'42.55' south, longitude 145'45.86' 
east; 
(n) then northerly along the geodesic to the point of latitude 15'07.20' south, longitude 145"39.86' east; 
(o) then north-westerly along the geodesic to the point of latitude 15"01.23' south, longitude 
145"37.98' east; 
(p) then northerly ahmg the geodesic to the point of latitude 14"42.80' south, longitude 145"39.95' east; 
(q) then north-westerly along the geodesic to the point of latitude 14"27.26' south, longitude 
145'26.73' east; 
(I) then north-westerly along the geodesic to its intersection by the northern boundary of the Cairns 
Section being thegeodesic between the point of latitude 14'18.27' south, longitude 145°39.00' east 
and the point o f  latitude 14°40.00' south, longitude 144O56.50' east; 
(S) then north-easterly along that geodesic to the point of latitude 14"18.27' south, longitude 
14So39.00' vast; 
(t) then south-easterly along the geodesic to the paint of latitude lS"00.00' south, longitude 146°00.W' 
east; 
(U) then south-easterly along the gendesic to the point of latitude 16"44.60' south, longitude 146'41.83' 
east; 
(v) then south-westerly along the geodesic to the point of commencement. 
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SCHEDULE 2 - SECTOR DESCRIPTIONS 
1. Lizard Island Sector 
The Lizard Island Sector of the Cairns Area is the part of the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park the boundary 
of which is defined by the coastal 1500 metre line around the island gmup comprising the 4 islands - 
Lizard Island (14-116a). Palfrey Island (14-116b), South Island (14-116c) and Seabird Islet (14-116d). 
2. Ribbon Reefs Sector 
The Ribbon Reefs Sector of the Cairns Area is the part of the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park bounded by a 
line which: 
(a) commences at the point of latitude 15W.55' south, longitude 145O45.86' east; 
(b) runs then northerly along the geodesic to the point of latitude 15"07.20' south, longitude 14S039.86' 
east; 
(c) thennorth-westerly along the geodesic to the point of latitude 15T4.23' south longitude 14S037.98' 
east; 
(d) then northerly along the geodesic to the point of latitude 14"42.80' south, longitude 145"39.95' east; 
(e) then north-westerly along the geodesic to the point of latitude 14O27.26' south longitude 145-26.73' 
east; 
(f) then north-westerly along the geodesic to its intersection by the northern boundary of the Cairns 
Section being the geodesic between the point of latitude 14"18.27' south, longitude 145'39.00' east and 
the point of latitude 14'40.03 south, longitude 1MY56. 50' east; 
(g) then north-easterly along that geodesic to the point of latitude 1.198.27' south, longitude 145"39.00' 
east; 
(h) then south-easterly along the geodesic to the point of latitude 15"00.tX1. south, longitude 146"00.00' 
east; 
(i) then south-easterly along the geodesic to the point of latitude 15"32.01' south, longitude 14692.80' 
east; 
(1) then south-westerly along the geodesic to thc point of commencement. 
3. Offshore Port Douglas Sector 
The Offshore Port Douglas Sector of the Cairns Area is the part of the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park 
bounded by a line which: 
(a) commences at the easternmost intersection of the parallel of latitude 1 h"41.90' south by the S kilomctn. 
line which is the landward boundary of the Cairns Section; 
(b) runs then generally north-westerly, northerly and north-easterly along the 5 kilometre line to its 
intersection with <he geodesic between the point of latitude 16"i.llV &th, longitude 145'30.0.1. east 
and the intersection of the oarallcl of latitude 1697.M)' south with the coastline at low water: 
(C) then north-westerly along ;hat geodesic to the intersection of the parallel of latitude 16"17.(1(;' south 
with the coastline at low water; 
(d) then generally northerly and north-wcstcrly along that coastline at low water to its intersection by the 
meridian of longitude 145'22.71' east; 
(e) then north-easterly along the geodesic to the point of latitudc 15°43.00' south, longitude 14S025.33' 
east; 
f then easterly along the geodesic to the point of latitude lS"42.85' south, longitude 14S928.23' cast; 
(g) then south-easterly along the gcodesic to the point of latitudc 1!io4S.70' south, longitude 145'35.30' 
east; 
(h) thennorth-easterly along the geodesic to the point of latitude 15Y2.55' swth,  longitude 14S045.Xh' 
(i) then north-easterly along the geode5ic to it. ~ntir,ectlon oy the cxtwnal ooundary thc (.'a~rn\ 
Section at the mint of laritudc 15"32 Ol'wuth. Izmritudv l.lb'l2.Ml' ea,t; 
. " 
(j) then south-easterly along the geodesic to the point of latitude 15O49.65' south, longitude 14619.8S 
east; 
(k) then south-westerly along the geodesic to the point of commencement. 
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4. Offshore Cairns Sector 
The Offshore Cairns Sector of the Cairns Area is the part of the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park bounded 
by a line which: 
(a) commences at the easternmost intersection of the parallel of latitude 16"50.30' south by the 5 kilometre 
line which is the landward boundary of the Cairns Section; 
(b) runs then generally north-westerly and westerly along the 5 kilometre line to its intersection by the 
geodesic behveen the point of latitude 16"49.70' south, longitude 145"53.40' east and the intersection of 
the parallel of latitude 16O47.20' south by the 5 kilometre line and then along this geodesic to its 
intersection with the 5 kilomehae line; 
(C) then generally north-westerly along the landward boundary of the Cairns Section to the point of 
latitude 16"41.90' south, longitude 14S041.58' east; 
(d) then north-easterly along the geodesic its intersection by the external boundary of the Cairns Section 
at the point of latitude 15"49.6S south, longitude 146"19.85' east; 
(e) then south-easterly along the geodesic to the point of latitude 16O28.86' south, longitude 146'35.55' 
east; 
(f) then south-westerly along the geodesic to the point of commencement. 
5. South Offshore Cairns Sector 
The South Offshore Cairns Sector of the Cairns Area is the part of the Gwat Barrier Reef Marine Park 
bounded by a line which: 
(a) commences at the point of latitude 17"15.86' south longitude 146"08.40' east; 
(b) runs then north-westerly along the geodesic to the easternmost intersection of the parallel of latitude 
17'06.11' south by the 5 kilomehw line which is the landward boundary of the Cairns Section; 
(c) then generally north-westerly and northerly along the 5 kilometre line to its southemmost intersection 
by the coastal 5 kilometre line around Fitzroy Island; 
(d) thcn generally easterly, north-easterly, northerly, north-westerly and westerly along that coastal 5 
kilometre line to its intersection by the 5 kilometre line; 
(c) then generally north-westerly to the easternmost intersection of the parallel of latitude 16"50.30' south 
by the 5 kilometre line; 
(f) then north-easterly along the geodesic to the point of intersection with the external boundary of the 
Cairns Section at the point of latitudc 16'28.W south, longitude 146'35.55' east; 
(g) thcn south-easterly along the geodesic to the point of latitude 16"44.60'south longitude 146'41.83' 
east; 
(h) then snuth-westerly along the geodesic to the point of commencement. 
6. Frankland Islands Sector 
The Frankland Islands Sector of the Cairns Arca is the part of the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park bounded 
by a linc which: 
(a) cummcnccs at the easternmost intersection of the parallel of latitude 17"lY.YS suuth by the 5 kilometre 
linc which is the landward boundary 01 the Cairns Sectinn; 
(b) runs then generally northerly along the landward boundary of the Cairns Section to its intersection by 
the coastal 1 kilometre linc nmund High Island; 
(C) thcn g ~ n ~ r a l l y  nvrt11-w~'sterI~ nr~rthcrly and nnrth-eastcrly along that cnartnl 1 k i lomeh line to its 
intersection by the 5 kilumetre line which is the landward boundry o f  the Cairns Section; 
(d) thcn gcncrally north-w~sstcrly alnng t h t  landward boundary to its eastcrnnmst intersection a f  the 
parallel < > f  latitudc 17"0h.l1' south by the 5 kilometre linc; 
(e)  thcn south-castcrly along the gcodesic t c ~  the point of latitude 17'15.86' south, longitude 146'08.40' 
east; 
(f )  then south-westerly along thc gcodcsic tu the point of commencement. 
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SCHEDULE 3 - LOCALITY DESCRIPTIONS 
1. Lizard Island Locality 1 
Lizard Island Locality 1 of the Cairns Area is the part of the Lizard Island Sector bounded by a line which: 
(a) commences at the southern end of Turtle Beach at low water; 
(b) runs then generally south-westerly along the geodesic on a bearing of 235" for a distance of 
approximately 1850 metres to the point of longitude 145'26.20' east, latitude 14"39.80' south; 
(c) then northerly along the geodesic for a distance of approximately 2200 metres to its intersection with 
the coastal 1500 metre line; 
(d) then generally north-easterly and easterly along the coastal 1500 metre line to its intersection with the 
meridian of longitude 145"27.21'east; 
(e) then southerly along that meridian to its intersection with the coastline of Lizard lsland at low water, 
which is the northern extremity of North Point; and 
(f) then generally south-south-easterly, south-westerly, north-westerly, south-south-westerly, southsouth- 
easterly along the coastline of Lizard Island at low water to the point of commencement. 
2. Lizard Island Locality 2 
Lizard Island Locality 2 of the Cairn Area is the part of the Lizard Island Sector bounded by a line which: 
(a) commences at the north-western exhemity of the point immediately south east of Osprey Island (14- 
11&), located at low water at point of latitude 14"40.14' south longitude 145O26.61 east; 
(b) runs then generally north westerly along the geodesic on a bearing of 310" for a distance of 
approximately 990 metres to the point of latitude 14'39.80' south longitude 145O26.20' east; 
(C) then generally north-easterly along the geodesic on a bearing of 55" for a distance of approximately 
800 metres to the point of latitude 14O39.55' south, longitude 145"26.56' east; 
(d) then generally south-easterly along the geodesic on a bearing of 155" for a distance of approximately 
950 metres to the north-western extremity of Chinamans Ridge at low water; and 
(e) then generally southerly, south-westerly, north-westerly, south-westerly, south-easterly, southerly, 
west-south-westerly along the coastline of Lizard Island at low water to the point of commencement. 
3. Lizard Island Locality 3 
Lizard lsland Locality 3 of the Cairns Area is the part of the Lizard Island Sector bounded by a line which: 
(a) commences at the north-western extremity of ~l~lnarnans Ridge at lotv water; 
(b) runs then renerallv north-westrrlv alone the wodeuc un a b c a r ~ n ~  01 325" for a d~stancc of 
., " " " 
approximately 950 metres to the point of longitude 145'26.S east, 14'39.55' south; 
(C) then generally north-easterly along the geodesic on a bearing of 55" for a distance of approximately 
1050 metres to the southern end of Turtle Beach at low water; and 
(d) then generally south-westerly, south, south-easterly, south-westerly, and west-north-westerly along 
the coastline of Lizard lsland at low water to the point of commencement. 
4. Lizard Island Locality 4 
Lizard Island Locality 4 of the Cairns Area is the part of the Lizard Island Sector: 
(a) within the National Park Zone of Lizard Island (Lizard Head to South Bay Point), as described in item 
E.7 in the Schedule to the Zoning Plan; and 
(b) within the Buffer Zone of Lizard Island (South Bay Point to South Island), as described in item D.5 in 
the Schedule to the Zoning Plan; and 
(C) within the Conservation Park Zone of Lizard Island (South Bay Point to Lizard Head), as described in 
item C.l in the Schedule to the Zoning Plan; not including any or all parts of Lizard lsland Locality 1, 
Lizard Island Locality 2 or Lizard lsland Locality 3 which may fall within the Conservation Park 
Zone. 
5. Cod Hole Locality 
The Cod Hole Locality of the Cairn Area is the part of the Ribbon Reefs Sector bounded by a line which: 
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(a) commences at the westemmost intersection of the reef crest of Ribbon Reef No. 10 by the parallel of 
latitude 14WJ.25' south; 
(b) runs then west along that parallel to its intersectionby the 100 metre line around Ribbon Reef No. 10; 
(C) then generally north-easterly along that 100 metreline to its intersection by the meridianof longitude 
145"39.9' east; 
(d) then south along that meridian to its northern most point of intersection by the reef a e s t  of Ribbon 
Reef No. 10; and 
(e) then south-westerly along that reef crest to the point of commencement. 
6. Cape Tribulation Bay Locality 1 
Cape Tribulation Bay Locality 1 of the Cairns Area is the part of the Offshore Port Douglas Sector 
bounded by a line which: 
(a) commences at the intersection of the parallel of latitude 16"05.00' south by the coastline of the 
mainland at low water, south of CapeTribulation; 
(b) runs then generally northerly and north-westerly along that coastline at low water to its intersection 
by the parallel of latitude 16'03.W' south; 
(C) thcn e
a
st along that parallel to its intersection by r.ie coastal 500 metre hne of the mainland; 
Id) thcn rcnerallv .*ruth-cmt~!rlv and southc,rlv alon.! the cuastal SOU mrtw I~ne  to its interscchun bv the 
" 
paralb  of la&de 16"05.00"south; and 
' 
(e) then west along that parallel to the point of commencement. 
7. Cape Tribulation Bay Locality 2 
CapeTribulation Bay Locality 2 of the Cairns Area is the part of the Offshore Port Douglas Sector 
bounded by a line which: 
(a) commences at the intersection of the parallel of latitude 16"03.W south by the coastline of the 
mainland at low water, north of Cape Tribulation; 
(b) runs then generally northerly and north-westerly along that coastline at low water to its intersection 
by the meridian of longitude 14Sa22.72' east; 
(c) then north along that meridian to its intersection by the coastal 500 metre line of the mainland; 
(d) then generally southerly along the coastal 500 metre line to its easternmost intersection by the parallel 
of latitude 16"03.00' south; and 
(e) then west along that parallel to the point of commencement. 
8. Alexandra Bay Locality 
I h c  Alexandra Bay Locality of the Cairns Area is the part of the Offshore Port ~ o u ~ l a s  Sector within the 
Cmservation Park Zonc of Alcxandra Bay, as described in item C.5 in the Schedule to the Zoning Plan. 
9. Low Island Locality 
'l'hc Low Island Locality of the Cairns Area is the part of thc Offshore Port Douglas Sector bounded by: 
(2) the meridians nf longitude 145"33.5(1' east and lungitude 145"W.W' cast; and 
(b) thc parallels latitudc Ih"22.85' south and latitude 16"23.2(3' south. 
10. Hastings Reef Locality 1 
Hastings Rcef Locality I of thc Cairns Area is the part of the Offshore Cairns Sector within: 
(2) the Buffer Zone of I last inp Recf (16-057), described in item D.9 in the Schedule to the Zoning Plan; 
and 
(b) the Nati~~nal Park Zonc of Hastings Rep! (l h-057), described in item E.l in the Schedule to the Zoning 
Plan. 
11. Hastings Reef Locality 2 
Hasting Recf Lcxality 2 of the Cairns Area is the part of the Offshore Cairns Sector at Hastings Reef 
(16-057) within the liabitat Protection Zone that is described in item B.9 in the Schedule to the Zoning 
Plan, and includes the area seawards out to the 500 metre line surrounding that reef. 
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12. Michaelmas Cay Locality 
The Michaelmas Cay Locality of the Cairns Area is the part of the Offshore Cairns Sector within one 
nautical mile of Michaelmas Cay. 
13. Euston Reef Locality 
The Euston Reef Locality of the Cairns h a  is the part of the South Offshore Ca~rns Sector w i t l n  the 
Buffer Zone of Euston Reef (16-063) as described in item D.1 in the Schedule to the Zoning Plan. 
14. Green Island Reef Locality 1 
Green Island Reef Locality 1 of the Cairns Area is the part of the Offshore Cairns Sector bounded by a line 
which: 
(a) commences at the intersection of the geodesic between the point of latitude 16"46.00' south, longitude 
145'57.40' east and the point of latitude 16"45.00' south, longitude 146"00.W' east by the coastline of 
Green lsland at low water on the southern side; 
(b) runs then generally south-westerly along that geodesic to a point 500 metres seaward from the coast 
of Green Island at low water; 
(C) then generally north-westerly, northerly, north-easterly, south-easterly always remaininx 5W metres 
seaw&d from the coast of ~ & n  lsland at low water t;) the inrersecti;m of the gcodcsic betwlcn tht, 
points of lat~tude 16"46.W south, longitude 145'57.40' ea\t and lat~tude lb045.n0 sourh longitude 
146"00.00' east; 
(d) then generally south-westerly along that geodesic to its intersection with the coast of Green Island a t  
low water; 
( 4  then generally north-westerly, southerly and south-easterly to the p a n t  of commencement. 
15. Green Island Reef Locality 2 
Green Island Reef Locality 2 of the Cairns Area is the part of the Offshore Cairns Scctor bounded by a line 
which: 
(a) commences at the intersection of the geodesic between the points of latitude 16'46.00' south, 
longitude 145'57.40' east and latitude 16"45.00' south, longitude 146"00.00' east and the 500 metre line 
to the south-western side of Green Island Reef; 
(b) run, then generally nonh-wcstcrly, northerly, north-ca,rr.rly, ca4crly and south-~astcrly alonl; rhk, !%XI 
metre llne to irs intersect~on bv the wodr.sic b<.tw,,cn rhc ooints of latirudc lhCM.(III' s o ~ t h .  I~m~!ituJt. 
" 
145'57.40' east and latitude 18"45.00. south, longitude 146b00.00. cast; 
(c) thengenerally south-westerly along that geodesic to the point of latitude 16'45.48' south, longitude 
145O58.76' east; 
(d) then generally north-westerly, south-westerly and southerly always remaining 500 metres scaward 
hom the coast of Green lsland at low water to its interscction by the geodesic betwccn the p i n t s  of 
latitude 16'46.00' south, longitude 145"57.40' east and latitude 16"45.W south, longitude 146"00.0' 
east; 
(e) then generally south-westerly along that geodesic to the point of cummencement. 
16. Green Island Reef Locality 3 
Green Island Reef Locality 3 of the Cairns Area is the part of the Offshore Cairns Sector bounded by a linc 
which: 
(a) commences at the intersection of the geodesic between the points of latitude 16"46.00' south, 
longitude 145"57.40' east and latitude 16"45.00' south, longitude 146°110.00' cast and the 500 nictre line, 
to the south-western side of Green Island Reef; 
(b) runs then generally north-easterly along that geodesic to its interscction with the coast of Green 
Island at low water; 
(C) then easterly, north-easterly and north-westerly along the coastline of Green lsland at low water to its 
intersection by the geodesic between the points of latitudc 16"M.W south, longitude 145-57.40' cast 
and latitude 16"45.00' south, longitude 146Tl0.00' east; 
(d) then north-easterly along that geodesic to its intersedion by the 500 metre line of Green lsland Recf; 
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( 4  then generally south-easterly, south-westerly and north-westerly, along the 500 metre line to the point 
of commencement. 
17. Moore Reef Locality 1 
Moore Reef Locality 1 of the Cairns Area is thc part of the South Offshore Cairns Sector within: 
(a) the Buffer Zone of Moore Reef (16-071), described in item D.10 in the Schedule to the Zoning Plan; 
and 
(b) the National Park Zonc of hloore Reef (16471), as described in item E.l in the Schedule to the Zoning 
Flan. 
18. Moore Reef Locality 2 
\loom Reef locality 2 of the Calms i\rm I S   hr. part (11 the South Offshure Calms Sector at M u m  Reef 
(16-071) within the I hbmt  Prulect~un Zont. 35 disscr~b~d in Item 8.10 in the Schedule to thc Zoninr I'lm 
and includes the area seawards out to the 500 metre 11ne surrounding that reef. 
19. Sudbury Cay Locality 
The Sudbury Cay Locality of the Cairns Area is the part of the South Offshore Cairns Sector within one 
nautical mile of Sudbury Cay. 
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SCHEDULE 4 - LEVEL OF USE AT LOCATIONS 
1. LIZARD ISLAND SECTOR 
Intensive use Location Moderate use Location Low use Location 
Lizard Island Locality 2 Lizard Island Locality 1 
Lizard Island Locality 3 Lizard Island Locality 4 
2. RIBBON REEFS SECTOR 
Intensive use Location Moderate use Location Low use Location 
Ribbon Reef No. 5 (15-038) Hicks Reef (14-086) 
Ribbon Reef No. 2 (15-075) Day Reef (14-089) 
Yonge Reef (14-138) 
No Name Reef (14-139) 
unnamed reef (14-140) 
Ribbon Reef No. 10 (14146) 
(except the part described in 
item 5 of Schedule 3) 
Cod I-Iole Locality 
unnamed reef (14-151) 
unnamed reef (14-152) 
unnamed reef (14-153) 
Ribbon Reef No. 9 (14-154) 
unnamed reef (15-017) 
Ribbon Reef No. 8 (15-021) 
unnamed reef (15-023) 
Harrier Reef (l 5-025) 
Ribbon Rcef No. 7 (15-026) 
unnamed reef (15-034) 
unnamed reef (15-037) 
unnamed reef (15-040) 
unnamed reef (15-041) 
unnamed recf (15-042) 
Ribbon Reef No. 4 (15-046) 
kbbon  Reef No. 3 (15-050) 
unnamed reef (15-072) 
unnamed reef (15-073) 
unnamed reef (15-079) 
Ribbon Reef No. 1 (15-080) 
Lena Reef (15-085) 
3. OFFSHORE PORT DOUGLAS SECTOR 
Intensive use Location Moderate use Location Low use Location 
Rachel Carson Reef (15-092) Andersen Reef (15-090) West Hope Island Rccf (15.064) 
Agincourt Reefs (15-099) unnamed reef (15-091a) East Hope Island Reef (15-065) 
Agincourt No. 4 Reef (15-096) unnamed reef (15-091b) Pearl Reef (15-087) 
Agincourt No. 3a Reef (15-099a) Escape Reef (15-094) Lake Reef (15-068) 
Agincourt No. 2b Reef (15-099b) Cape Tribulation Bay Ruby Reef (15-088) 
Locality 1 
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3. OFFSHORE PORT DOUGLAS SECTOR (continued) 
Intensive use Location Moderate use Location 
Agincourt No. 2 Reef Morning Reef (15-098) 
(no reef identification number) Bonner Rock (15-097) 
Agincourt No. 2d Reef (15-099d) Spitfire Reef (16-012a) 
Agincourt No. I c  Reef (15.09%) Spitfire Reef (16-012b) 
unnamed wef (16-013a) unnamed reef (16-011) 
unnamed reef (16-013b) unnamed reef (16-014a) 
unnamed reef (16.013~) unnamed reef (16-014b) 
St Crispin Reef (16-019) Mackay Reef (16-015) 
unnamed reef (16-016) 
unnamed reef (16-017) 
unnamed reef (16-018a) 
unnamed reef (16-018b) 
Undine Reef (16420) 
Pratt Rock (16-021) 
Chinaman Reef (16-024) 
Opal Reef (16-025) 
4. OFFSHORE CAIRNS SECTOR 
Intensive use Location Moderate use Location 
Norman Reef (16-030) Saxon Reef (16-032) 
Low use Location 
Endeavour Reef (15-089) 
Pickersg~ll Reef (15-093) 
Everung Reef (15-095) 
Cape Tnbulahon Bay Local~ty 2
Alexandra Bay Local~ty 
Black Rock (16-005) 
unnamed reef (16-a) 
unnamed reef (16-022b) 
Rudder Reef (16-023) 
Tongue Reef (16426) 
Snapper lsland Reef (16-006) 
unnamed reef (16027) 
Low Isles Reef (16-028) (except the 
part described in ~ t e m  9 of Schedule 3) 
Low lsland Locality 
Batt Reef (16-029) 
Satell~tc Reef (16-031) 
Egmont Reef (16-038) 
Low use Location 
Linden Bank (16-033) 
Hastings Reef Locality 1 Hastings Reef Locality 2 Spur Reef (16-034) 
Jorgies Patches Reef (16-041) Onyx Reef (16-035) 
Breaking Patches Rwf (16-C42) Nicholas Reef (16-036) 
Oyster Reef (16-043) Hope Rccf (16458) 
Prctty Patches (16-0h2a) Pixie Rcef (16-040) 
Pretty Patches (16-062b) Michaelnias Reef (16-060) (except the 
Pretty Patches (16-(lh2c) pirt  described in item 12 of 
Upolu Cay Reef (lb-0-16) Schedule 3) 
Grcen Island Rccf Locality 1 Michaelmas Cay Locality 
Crccn lsland Reef Locality 2 unnanied reef (16-059) 
Fin Recf (16-061) 
umanicd reef (16-Wa) 
Vlasoff Reef (16-04b) 
Arlington Rcef (16064) 
Green lsland Reef Locality 3 
5. SOUTH OFFSHORE CAIRNS SECTOR 
Intensive use Location Moderate use Location Low use Location 
Mwre Rccf Locality 1 Flynn Rccf (16-065) Euston Reef Locality 
Jcnny Louisc Shoal (16-ll66a) Elford Rccf (16-073) 
Jcnny Lnuisc Shoal (16-Ohhb) Briggs Reef (16-074) 
Milln Rccf (16-067) Sudbury Reef (17-001a) 
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5. SOUTH OFFSHORE CAIRNS SECTOR (continued) 
Intensive use Location Moderate use Location Low use Location 
Thetford Reef (16-068) Sudbury Reef (17-001b) (except the 
Baines Patches (16-069) part desabed in item 19 of 
Moore Reef Locality 2 Schedule 3) 
Pellowe Reef (16-070) Sudbury Cay Locality 
Channel Reef (16-075) Stagg Patches (17-002a) 
Stagg Patches (17-C02b) 
Scott Reef (17-004) 
6. FRANKLAND ISLANDS SECTOR 
Intensive use Location Moderate use Location 
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Low use Location 
High Island Reef (17-039) 
Normanby Island Reefs (17-012a) 
Jones Patch (17-012b) 
Russell and Round Islands Reefs 
(17-013) 
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SCHEDULE 5 - SENSITIVE LOCATIONS 
Location 
Lizard Island Locahty I 
Cod Hole Locality 
Cape Tribulation Bay Locality 1 
East Hope lsland Reef (15-065) 
West Hope Island Reef (15-064) 
Snapper Island Reef (16-006) 
Low Island Locality 
hl~chaelmas Cay Local~ty 
Green Island Reef (16.0119) 
Sudbury Cay Locality 
Frankland Islands Sector 
Limit to bookings 
no set limit 
no set limit 
1 vessel per day 
2 vessels per day 
1 vessel per day 
1 vessel per day 
2 vessels per day 
1 vessel per day 
4 vessels per day 
1 vessel per day 
1 vessel per day 
.- 
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SCHEDULE 6 - PERMANENTLY MOORED FACILITIES - 
PRIVATE MOORINGS 
1. LIZARD ISLAND SECTOR 
Location 
Lizard Island Locality 1 
Lizard Island Locality 2 
Lizard Island Locality 3 
2. RIBBON REEFS SECTOR 
Location 
No Name Reef (14-139) 
unnamed reef (14-140) 
Ribbon Reef No. 10 (14.146) (except the part described 
in item 5 of Schedule 3) 
Cod Hole Locality 
unnamed reef (14151) 
unnamed reef (14-152) 
unnamed reef (14153) 
Ribbon Reef No. 9 (14-154) 
unnamed reef (15-017) 
unnamed reef (15-023) 
Harrier Reef (15-025) 
unnamed reef (15-034) 
unnamed reef (15-037) 
Ribbon Reef No. 5 (15.038) 
unnamed reef (15-040) 
unnamed reef (15-041) 
unnamed reef (15-042) 
Ribbon Reef No. 3 (15-050) 
unnamed reef (15-072) 
unnamed reef (15-073) 
Ribbon Reef No. 2 (15-075) 
Ribbon Reef No. 1 (15-080) 
3. OFFSHORE PORT DOUGLAS SECTOR 
Location 
East Hope Island Reef (15-065) 
Andersen Reef (15-090) 
Rachel Carson Reef (15-092) 
Cape Tribulation Bay Locality 1 
Escape Reef (15-094) 
Aginmurt No. 4 Reef (15-096) 
Morning Reef (15-098) 
Agincourt No. 3a Reef (15-099a) 
Agincourt No. 2b Reef (15099b) 
Agincourt No. 2 Reef (no identification nu1 nber) 
Allowed private moorings 
1 
No limit 
5 
Allowed private moorings 
2 
2 
2 
Allowed private moorings 
1 
4 
2 
4 
4 
5 
1 
No limit 
4 
2 
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3. OFFSHORE PORT DOUGLAS SECTOR (continued) 
Location 
Agincourt No. 2d Reef (15-099d) 
Agincourt No. I c  Reef (15.099~) 
unnamed reef (16-011) 
unnamed reef (16-013) 
Mackay Reef (16415) 
unnamed reef (16-016) 
unnamed reef (16-017) 
unnamed reef (16-018) 
St Crispin Reef (16-019) 
Undine Recf (16-020) 
Rudder Reef (16-023) 
Opal Reef (16425) 
unnamed reef (16-024) 
Tongue Reef (16-026) 
Low Isles Reef (16-028) (except the part described 
in item 9 of Schedule 3)  
Low Island Locality 
4. OFFSHORE CAIRNS SECTOR 
Location 
Norman Reef (16-030) 
Saxon Reef (16-032) 
Hastings Rcef Locality 1 
Hastings Rcef Locality 2 
Jorgies Patches Rcef (16-041 ) 
Michaclmas Rccf (16-(160) (except the part described 
in item 12 of Schcdulc 3) 
.Ilichaclmas Cay Locality 
Breaking Patches Reef (16-1142) 
Oyster Rccf (16-1143) 
Pretty Patches Rccf (lh-Oh2) 
Arlington Rccf (16-Oh4) 
Upc>lu Cay Rccf (16-046) 
Grccn Island Rccf Lc~cality I 
Crwn Island Rcci Locality 2 
5. SOUTH OFFSHORE CAIRNS SECTOR 
Location 
Flynn Rcef (16-0hS) 
Milln llccf (lh-Oh71 
'l-hctford Rccf (lh-IhX) 
Mcwrc Rccf l~~ca l i ty  1 
Mwrc Reef Locality 2 
rcll,lwc R L Y ~  (16-11711) 
Elford Rccf ( l  h-073) 
Channel Rccf (lh-075) 
C a i r n s  A r e a  P l a n  o f  M a n a g e m e n t  
Allowed private moorings 
5 
2 
2 
4 
5 
1 
1 
2 
4 
3 
1 
12 
3 
8 
3 
Allowed private moorings 
No limit 
5 
No limit 
3 
3 
2 
21 
7 
2 
4 
2 
13 
N o  limit 
15 
Allowed private moorings 
7 
11 
11 
15 
15 
1 
1 
2 
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5. SOUTH OFFSHORE CAIRNS SECTOR (continued) 
Location Allowed private moorings 
Briggs Reef (16-074) 3 
Sudbury Reef (17-001) (except the part described 2 
in item 19 of Schedule 3) 
Sudbury Cay Locality 1 
6. FRANKLAND ISLANDS SECTOR 
Location 
Normanby lsland Reefs (17-012a) 
Russell and Round Islands Reefs (17-013) 
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Allowed private moorings 
2 
1 
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SCHEDULE 7 - PERMANENTLY MOORED FACILITIES - 
PONTOONS 
Location 
Agincourt No. 4 Reef (15-096) 
Agincourt No. 3a Reef (15-099a) 
Agincourt No. 2d Reef (15-099d) 
Norman Reef (16-030) 
Hastings Reef Locality 1 
Arlington Reef (16-064) 
hloore Reef Locality 1 
Moore Reef Locality 2 
Low Island Locality 
C a i r n s  A r e a  P l a n  o f  M a n a g e m e n t  
Allowed pontoons 
1 
No limit 
2 
No limit 
1 
3 
2 
2 
1 
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SCHEDULE 8 - REEF ANCHORAGES 
1. LIZARD ISLAND SECTOR 
Location Reef Anchorage 
Lizard Island Locahty 1 The area enclosed within 500 m of a line from latitude 14W.2' 
south, longitude 145'27.73' east to latitude 14"41.52' south, 
longitude 14S027.38' east. 
2. RIBBON REEFS SECTOR 
Location 
No Name Reef (14-139) 
No Name Reef (14-139) 
Ribbon Reef No. 10 (14.146) 
Ribbon Reef No. 10 (14.146) 
Ribbon Reef No. 9 (14-154) 
Ribbon Reef No. 8 (15-021) 
Ribbon Reef No. 8 (15-021) 
ltibbon Reef No. 8 (15-021) 
Ribbon Reef No. 7 (15-026) 
Ribbon Reef No. 7 (15-026) 
Harrier Reef (15-025) 
Ribbon Reef No. 5 (15-038) 
Ribbon Reef No. 5 (15-038) 
Ribbon Reef No. 4 (15-046) 
Reef Anchorage 
The area enclosed within 500 m of a line from latitude 14'38.9' sou th  
longitude 14Sa38.67' east to latitude 14"39.18' south, longitude 
145O38.65' east. 
The area enclosed within 250 m of a point located at latitude 
14O38.43' south longitude 145O38.67' east. 
The area enclosed within 250 m of a line from latitude 14'49.W 
south, longitude 14S043.36' east to latitude 14"51.79' south, 
longitude 145'43.2' east. 
The area enclosed mvithin 500 m of a point located at latitude 
14"54.19' south, longitude 145O42.58' east. 
The area enclosed within 500 m of a point located at latitude 
14"59.07' south, longitude 145O42.48' east. 
The area enclosed within 250 m of a line from latitude 1S006.01' 
south, longitude 14S042.95' east to latitude 15"06.21'south, 
longitude 145'42.9' east. 
The area enclosed within 250 m of a line from latitude lS"04.03' 
south, longitude 145-43.21' east to latitude 15"04.7' south, 
longitude 14S043.21' east. 
The area enclosed within 250 m of a point located at latitude 
15O02.6' south, longitude 145O42.45' east. 
The area enclosed within 500 m of a line from latitude 15'12.65' 
south, longitude 14So44.41'east to l a t i t~~de  15"13.04'south, 
longitude 14SG44.33' east. 
The area endosed within 500 m of a line fmm latitude 15W9.68' 
south, longitude 145O43.39' east to latitude 15"1[1.29' south, 
longitude 145"43.54' cast. 
The area enclased within 1110 m of a line from latitude 15'08.23' 
south, longitude 14SQ41.29' east to latitude 15"08.25' south, 
longitude 145"41.17' east. 
'She area encloscd within SW m of a line from latitude lS"22.42' 
south, longitude 145'46.65' east to latitude 15'22.68' south, 
longitude 145'46.65' east. 
The area enclosed within 500 m of a point located at latitude 
lS"20.98' south, longitude 14S046.52' e a t .  
The area endosed within 100 m of a line from latitude lS"25.07' 
south, longitude 145'47.4 east to latitude 15"25.26' souths 
longitude 145Y7.63' east. 
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2. RIBBON REEFS SECTOR (continued) 
Location Reef Anchorage 
Ribbon Reef No. 3 (15-050) The area enclosed within 500 m of a line from latitude 15O29.31' 
south, longitude 145O47.99' east to latitude 15'30.3' south, 
longitude 145O47.89' east. 
Ribbon Reef No. 3 (15-050) The area enclosed within 250 m of a line fmm latitude 15'27.78' 
south, longitude 145O48.46' east to latitude 15V3.12' south 
longitude 145'47.87' east. 
Ribbon Reef No. 2 (15-075) The area enclosed within 250 m of a line from latitude 1534.24' 
south, longitude 145O47.74' east to latitude 15'34.71' south, 
longitude 145"47.16' east. 
Ribbon Reef No. 2 (15-075) The area enclosed within 5Kl m of a line fmm latitude 1592.68' 
south longitude 145O47.7' east to latitude 15'32.95' south, 
longitude 145'47.62' east. 
Ribbon Reef No. 1 (15-080) The area enclosed within 250 m of a line from latitude 15O36.59' 
south, longitude 145"47.91' east to latitude 15"37.13' south 
longitude 145O47.99' east. 
3. OFFSHORE PORT DOUGLAS SECTOR 
Location 
Ruby Reef (15-088) 
Ruby Reef (15088) 
Endeavour Reef (15-089) 
Anderscn Reef (15-090) 
Andersen Reef (15-090) 
Pickcrsgill R w f  (15-093) 
Pickcrsgill Rccf (15-093) 
Escapc Rccf (15494) 
Escape Rwf (15-094) 
E x a p  Rwf (154394) 
Escape Reef (154394) 
Reef Anchorage 
The area enclosed within 250 m of a line fmrn latitude 15"44.07' south 
longitude 145'47.36' east to latitude 15"44.16' south, longitude 
145O47.22' east. 
The area enclosed within 5W m of a point located at latitude 15"44.28' 
south, longitude 145'46.75' east. 
The area encloscd within 5W m of a line fmm latitude 15"46.01' south, 
longitude 145'32.86' east to latitude 15"46.5' south, longitude 
145'34.25' east. 
The area enclosed within 250 m of a line fmrn latitude 15'47.20' south, 
longitude 145'48.06' east to latitude 15O47.N south, longitude 
145'47.n' east. 
The area enclosed within 250 m of a line fmni latitude 15'47.65' south, 
longitude 145'47.97' east to latitude 15O47.83' south, longitude 
1 45W.83' east. 
'I'hc arcamclosed within 5M) nl of a point located at latitude 15"51.05' 
south, longitude 145'33.79' cast. 
'l'hc a m  enclosed within 500 m of a point located at latitude 15"52.06' 
swth, longitude 145-35.45' east. 
The area enclosed within 500 m of a line from latitude 15'53.114' south, 
longit~~dc 145O46.72' cast to latitude 15O53.73' south longitude 
145"47.0.1' cast. 
The arca enclosed within 500 m of a line fmm latitude 15O53.39' south 
longitude 145°48.0(1' east to latitude 15O52.85' south longitude 
1 45'48.1 9' east. 
The awa cncliwd within 250 m of a line from latitude 15'51.4' south 
longitude 145'48.23' east to latitude 15O51.73' south longitude 
145'48.05' east. 
The arm enclosed within 500 m of a point located at latitude 15'52.73' 
south, longitudc 145"46.59' east. 
The area enclosed within 250 m of a ~ o i n t  located at latitude 15'52.97 
south, longitude 145"45.88' east. 
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3. OFFSHORE PORT DOUGLAS SECTOR (continued) 
Location Reef Anchorage 
Evening Reef (15-095) The area enclosed within250m of a line from latitude 15'54.03' south  
longitude 14SD38.38' east to latitude 15'54.49' south, longitude 
14S038.23' east. 
Evening Reef (15-095) The area enclosed within 250 m of a point located at latitude 15O53.77 
south, longitude 145'39.97' east. 
Agincourt No. 4 Reef (15-096) The area endosed within 500 m of a point located at latitude 15-55.78' 
south, longitude 145O49.02' east. 
Agincourt No. 4 Reef (15-096) The area endosed within 500 m of a point located at latitude 15'57.22 
south, longitude 145O48.57' east. 
Morning Reef (15-098) The area enclosed within 500 m of a point located at latitude lS"57.26' 
south, longitude 145"41.22' east. 
Morning Reef (15-098) The area enclosed within 500 m of a point located at latitude lS"59.03' 
south, longitude 145O39.38' east. 
Agincourt No. 2 Reef (15-099b) The area enclosed within 503 m of a point located at latitude 16"02.19' 
south, longitude 14S051.29' east. 
Agincourt No. l c  Reef (15.099~) The area enclosed within 5M) m of a point located at latitude 16O03.14' 
south loneitude 145'51.67' east. 
Mackay Reef (16-015) 
St Crispin Reef (16-019) 
St Crispin Reef (16-019) 
St Crispin Reef (16-019) 
Und~ne Reef (16-020) 
Undine Reef (16-020) 
TJndine Reef (16420) 
Rudder Reef (16-023) 
Rudder Reef (16-023) 
Rudder Reef (16-023) 
unnamed reef (16-024) 
unnamed reef (16-024) 
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The area enclosed within 250 m of a line from latitude 16O02.54' 
south, longitude 145"38.7' east to latitude 16"02.57' south, 
longitude 145O38.65' east. 
The area enclosed within 500 m of a line fmm latitude 16'05.07 south, 
longitude 145'50.46' east to latitude l ho05.56' south, longitude 
145'50.65' east. 
The area enclosed within 500 m of a point located at latitude 16'06.78' 
south, longitude 145O48.64' east. 
Thc area enclosed within 500 m of a point located at latitude 16"07.09 
south, longitude 145'49.66' east. 
The area enclosed within 500 m of a linc from latitude 16"06.66' south, 
longitude 145O45.78' east to latitude lh011h.77' suuth, longitude 
145"45.17' east. 
The area enclnsed within 500 m of a linc from latitude 16"06.95' wuth, 
longitude 14S043.47' cast to latitude lhSl7.07' south, longitude 
145"42.59' cast. 
The area endosed within 500 m of a line from latitudc 16"lh.HK' wuth, 
longitude 145'39.24' cast to latitude lb"07.113' snuth, longitude 
145'39.47' east. 
The area enclosed within 500 m of a linc from latitudc lhO1O. l l ' x~u th ,  
longitude 145'39.73' east to latitude l h"10.14' s<)uth, longitude 
145'40.44 east. 
The area encloscd wilhiri 500 m of a lilw f r tm lalitudc lh"111.31' wuth,  
longitude 145O43.63' east to latitudc lh"111.38' wuth, longitude 
145O44.67' east. 
The area enclosed within 500 m of a pcrinl locatcd at latitudc 1h012.2X' 
south, longitude 145'39.64' east. 
The area enclosed within 250 m of a line from latitudc 16'13.1Y' south, 
longitude 145'46.77 east to latitudc l6"13.22' suuth, lrrngitude 
145"46.91' east. 
The area enclosed within 5(K) m of a point locatcd at latitudc lbS2.5' 
south, longitude 145'47.5' east. 
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3. OFFSHORE PORT DOUGLAS SECTOR (continued) 
Opal Reef (16-025) 
Opal Reef (16025) 
Opal Reef (16-025) 
Tongue Reef (16026) 
Tongue Reef (16-026) 
Location Reef Anchorage 
Opal Reef (16-025) The area enclosed within 500 m of a line from latitude 16'13.66' south, 
longitude 145'52.99' east to latitude 16"13.85' south, longitude 
145'52.72' east. 
Opal Reef (16-025) The area enclosed within 250 m of a line from latitude 1G011.15' south, 
longitude 145'53.02' east to latitude 16'11.47 south, longitude 
14S053.3' east. 
The area enclosed within 500 m of a point located at latitude 16012.54' 
south, longitude 14S053.54' east. 
The area enclosed within 500 m of a point located at latitude 1694.05' 
south, longitude 145"52.15' east. 
The area enclosed within 500 m of a point located at latitude 16"14.41' 
south, longitude 145'51.52' east. 
The area endosed within 500 m of a line from latitude 16"20.86' south, 
longitude 14S047.15' east to latitude 16O22.89' south, longitude 
145O49.28' east. 
The area enclosed within 500 m o f  a line from latitude 1675.83' south, 
longitude 145'39.86' east to latitude 16"16.79' south, longitude 
145'41.64 east. 
The area enclosed within 500 m of a line from latitude 16"16.07' south, 
longitude 145'46.6' east to latitude 16Y6.26' south, longitude 
145'45.89' east. 
The arca enclosed within 500 nl of a line from latitude 16"19.11' south, 
longitude 145'53.15' east to latitude 16Y9.57' south, longitude 
145"52.53' east. 
The area enclosed within 500 m of a point located at lat ih~de 1696.36' 
south, longitude 145'48.8' east. 
Tongue Rcef (16-026) 
Tongtie Rcef (16-026) 
Tongue Reef (16.026) 
4. OFFSHORE CAIRNS SECTOR 
Location 
Saxon Rccf (16-032) 
Saxon Reef (l h-032) 
Saxcm Rccf (16-1132) 
I Iastings Rccf Locality 1 
I lasting.; Reef Locality 2 
Michaclmas Rcct (16-IMl) 
(cxcept thc part described 
in itcni 12 of Schcdulc 3) 
Reef Anchorage 
'l'he area enclosed within 100 m of a point located at latitude 16O27.79' 
south, longitude 145°59.07' cast. 
'I'hc. awa enclosed within llXl m of a point located at latitude 16O27.9' 
soutli, longitude 14S05H.94 cast. 
' lhc arca enclosed within 100 m of a point located at latitude 16"28.13' 
south, longitude 145'58.71' east. 
'l'lic area cnclo.;ed within 250 m of a line from latitude 16"31.35' south, 
longitude 14h000.1' east to latitude 16"31.61' south, longitude 
145"SU.Y I '  cast. 
'l'hc area cncloscd within 250 m of a linc from latitude 16"30.9' south, 
Iongitudc 14h01111.53' cast to latitude lh"30.W south, longitude 
146"011)..45' cast. 
I h c .  ;IL-<YI cncloscd within 1011 m of a linc frnm latitude 16'32.69' south, 
longitude 14S056.Y2' cast to latitude 16'32.72' south, longitude 
I45"5(,.H4 cast. 
'fhc arca enclosed within 100 m of a point located at latitude 16'32.8' 
south, longitude 14S956.76' cast. 
' Ihc arca cnclowd within 500 m of a point located at latitude 
Ih"34.OK south, longitudc 146°02.02' cast. 
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4. OFFSHORE CAIRNS SECTOR (continued) 
Location Reef Anchorage 
Michaelmas Reef (16-060) The area enclosed within 500 m of a point located at latitude 
(except the part described 16O35.22' south, longitude 146"00.29' east. 
in item 12 of Schedule 3) 
Breaking Patches Reef (16-042) The area enclosed within 250 m of a point located at latitude 16O34.98' 
south, longitude 145'58.81' east. 
Oyster Reef (16-043) The area enclosed within 100 m of a line from latitude 16O37.46' south, 
longitude 145"56.12' east to latitude 16-37.67' south, longitude 
1W56.38' east. 
Vlasoff Reef (16-044b) The area e~iclosed within 250 m of a point located at latitude 16O39.24 
south, longih~de 145"59.06' east. 
Arlington Reef (16-064) The area enclosed witlun 500 m of a line from latitude 16"41.15' south, 
longitude 145'59.54' east to latitude 16"40.63' south, longitude 
145"58.6 east. 
Arlington Reef (16-064) The area enclosed within 500 m of a line From latitude 16"42.29' sou th  
longitude 146°02.04' east to latitude 16'42.33' south, longibde 
146'02.41' east. 
Arlington Reef (16-064) The area enclosed within 500 m of a line from latitude 16'39.78' south, 
longitude 14V05.35' east to latitude 16"40.31' south, longitude 
146'05.46' east. 
5. SOUTH OFFSHORE CAIRNS SECTOR 
Location 
Thetford Reef (16-068) 
Thetford Reef (16-068) 
Moore Reef Locality 1 
Moore Reef Locality 1 
Moore Reef Locality 1 
Elford Reef (16-073) 
Elford Reef (16-073) 
Channel Reef (16-075) 
Briggs Reef (16-074) 
Sudbury Reef (17-001) 
(except the part described 
in item 19 of Schedule 3) 
Reef Anchorage 
The area enclosed within 250 m of a line from latitude 16"48.12' south, 
longitude 146"11.00' east to latitude 16"48.43' south, longitude 
146°11.09' east. 
The area enclosed within 250 m of a point located at latitude 16'47.9' 
south, longitude 146'11.24' east. 
The area enclosed within 250 m of a line from latitude 16"51.15' south, 
longitude 146"13.22' east to latitude 16"51.45' south, longitude 
146"13.49' east. 
The area enclosed within 250 m of a puint located at latitude 16"51.83' 
south, longitude 146"13.7'east. 
The area enclosed within 250 m of a point located at latitude 16"52.(13' 
south, longitude 146"12.52'east. 
The arca enclosed within 500 m of a linc from latitude 16"55.13'south, 
longitude 146T5.38' east to latitude 16O55.45' south, longitude 
146"15.16' east. 
The area enclosed within 500 m of a point located at latitude 16O54.45' 
south, longitude 146'12.78' east. 
The area cncloscd within 250 m of o linc from latitude 16-56.39' south, 
longitude 146'26.69' east to latitude 16O56.51' south, lungitude 
146'26.69' east. 
The area enclosed within 100 m of a point located at latitude 16"56.21' 
south, longitude 146'12.15'east. 
The area enclosed within 500 m of a line from latitude 17°00.0b' 
south, longitude 146'12.27' east to latitude 17"00.29' south, 
longitude 146'12.55' east. 
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SCHEDULE 9 - DEFINITIONS 
1. In the Plan. unless the contrary intention appears: 
Act 
aircraft 
Alexandra Bay Locality 
anchor 
anchoring 
Area 
Authority 
booking 
Cairns Section 
Cape Tribulation Bay 
Lomlity I 
Cape Tribulation Bay 
Locality 2 
Cod Hole Locality 
coIlecting 
commencement date 
disclmrge 
Euston Reef Locality 
existing permission 
fncility 
fishing 
Frnrrklnrrd Islands Sectm 
g""+ Iring 
G r c n ~  lslnnd Reef 
Locality l 
Grcm lslnr~d Reef 
Locality 2 
Greerr Island Reef 
Lomlity 3 
Hastings Reef Locality 1 
Hastings Reef Locality 2 
intensive use Location 
lnrrdward botrndnry 
means the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Act 1975; 
has the same meaning as in the Act; 
means that area described in item 8 of Schedule 3; 
includes anchor chains and attached tackle; 
means the temporary attachment of a vessel or aircraft to the seabed by 
means of any device carried by the vessel or aircraft for that purpose; 
meam the Cairns Area described in Schedule 1 (and depicted generally in the 
map set on page iv ); 
means the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority; 
means a bwking under the Regulations; 
has the same meaning as in the Regulations; 
means the area described in item 6 of Schedule 3; 
means the area described in item 7 of Schedule 3; 
means the area described in item 5 of Schedule 3; 
has the same meaning as in the Zoning Plan; 
means the day on which this Plan (except Part 2) commences; 
has the same meaning as in subsection 38J(7) of the Act; 
means the area described in item 13 of Schedule 3; 
means a relevant permission that was in force immediately before the 
conmencement date; 
means the part of the Cairns Section as described by paragraphs 2(2)-(5) of the 
Schedule to the Proclamation made under subsection 31(1) of the Act and 
published in the Gazette on 13 September 1989; 
has the same meaning as  in subsection 3A(9) of the Act; 
has the same meaning as in the Zoning Plan; 
means the area dcrxribed in item 6 of Schedule 2; 
Incans the taking of fish of the genus Mnknirn (commonly known as marlin); 
means the area described in item 14 of Schedule 3; 
means the area described in item 15 of Schedule 3; 
means the area described in item 16 of Schedule 3; 
mcans the area described in item 10 of Schedule 3; 
means the area described in item 11 of Schedule 3; 
means a Location so listed in Schedule 4; 
means the part of the Cairns Section as described by paragraphs 2(6)-(27) of the 
Schedule to the Prodamation made under subsection 31(1) of the Act and 
published in the Gazette on 13 September 1989; 
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large uessel 
Lizard Island Locality 1 
Liyrrd Island Local~ty 2 
Lizard Island Locality 3 
Lizard Island Locahty 4 
Lizard Island Sector 
Locatwn 
Low Island Locality 
low use Location 
Marine Park 
means any vessel w ~ t h  an overall length of more than 35 metres but not more 
than 70 metres; 
means the area described in item 1 of Schedule 3; 
means the area described in item 2 of Schedule 3; 
means the area described in item 3 of Schedule 3; 
means the area described in item 4 of Schedule 3; 
means the area described in item 1 of Schedule 2; 
means: 
(a) the area within the 500 metre line of a reef or other place mentioned in 
Schedule 4; or 
@)an area described in Schedule 3; 
means the area described in item 9 of Schedule 3; 
means a Location so listed in Schedule 4; 
means the Great Barrier Reef Manne Park; 
Michaelmas Cay Locality means the area described in item 12 of Schedule 3; 
moderate use Location 
Moore Reef Locality 1 
Moore Reef Locality 2 
mooring 
mooring site 
motorised water sport 
new permission 
Ofshore Cairns Sector 
Ofshore Port Douglas 
Sector 
owrall length of a wssel 
permanently moored 
facility 
Plan 
pontoon 
pontoon site 
private mooring 
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means a Location so listed in Schedule 4; 
means the area described in item 17 of Schedule 3; 
means the area described in item 18 of Schedule 3; 
means a permanently located faality that is designed solely for mooring a 
vessel or aircraft, and includes the mooring buoy, tacMe and the point of 
attachment to the seabed; 
means the area between a mooring and an assumed line seawards 50 metres 
from the mooring buoy of the mooring; 
means a reo~ational or commercial sporting activity using high-speed 
motorised craft and including water-skiing, jet-skiing, parasailing, jetboating. 
This does not include: 
(a)normal h-ansportation of a person on board a vessel from one place to 
another; 
(b)use of a vessel for the purpose of viewing coral; or 
(C) trolling, fishing or bait-netting conducted in accordance with the Zoning Plan; 
means a relevant permission granted after the commencement date; 
means the area described in item 4 of Schedule 2; 
means the area described in item 3 of Schedule 2; 
has the same meaning as in the Act; 
has the same meaning as in the Zoning Plan; 
means the Cairns Area Plan of Mamagement; 
means a non-motorised permanently moored facility that is used primarily for 
tourist or mariculture activities (except solely as a landing area for aircraft); 
means the area between a pontoon and an assumed line seawards 200 metres 
from any point on the pontoon; 
means any mooring that is not a public mooring; 
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means a mooring that is: 
(a)installcd by, or on behalf of, the Authority or thcStatc of Queensland, for use 
by thc public; or 
(b)installcd by the Authority fnr use by the Authnrity; 
has the same nicaning as in the Zoning Plan; 
means an area described in Schedule 8; 
has the same mcaning as in thc Zoning Plan; 
means the Crmi Bnrriur Reef Marii~e Pnrk Rcpintiorii; 
has thc same mcaning as in the Regulaticms; 
mcons thv arm described in item 2 of Schedule 2; 
means an area mentioned in Schedule 5; 
nieans a vessel in cxcess of 70 metres in overall length; 
means the area described in item 5 of Schcdulc 2; 
mean5 the area descrrb~xl in Item 19 of Schedulc 3, 
has the same meaning as in the Zoning Plan; 
has the same meaning as in subsection 3A(9) of the :\cl; 
has the same meaning as in subsection 3A(3) of thc Act; 
has the same meaning as in the Zoning Plan; 
has the samc meaning as in the Act; 
means: 
(a)matter to which subsection 38J(J) of the Act applies; 
(b)niatter, including waste-water, resulting from scraping, painting or repairing a 
vessel; and 
( C )  matter, including waste-water, resulting from domestic cleaning, laundry or 
bathing, or from similar activities; 
means a zone mentioned in the Zoning Plan; 
nieans the Zoning l'lan for thecairns Section that camc into foi-ce on 
3 April 1992. 
2 In the Plan, a reference to an assumed line of kind mentioned in this subclause has the 
meaning given in this subclause: 
I00 mrtre line means, in relation to a reef, an assumed line every point of rvhich is at a distance 
of 100 metres seaward from the nearest point of the reef crest; 
( d i n  relation tu a reef, has the same meaning as in the Zoning Plan; and 
(b)in relation to any other gwlugical fonnation mentinned in Schedule 4, means 
an assumed line every point of which is at a distancc of 500 metres wa~vard 
from the nearest point of the fnrmation; 
constnl 250 metre means the line, every point of which is, at lnlv \vater, at a distance of ?.ill metre; 
line seaward from the nearest point of the coastline concerned; 
canstal 500 nehe has the same meaning as in the Z~mmng Plan; 
lim 
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riw& 1500 rrrrtrc mcans the line, iwcry point of tvliich, is: 
l i r w  (a)at h\- \\-ater, ,it a distance of 1500 mctrcs seaival-d from thc ncarest point of 
tlic anstlinc concerned; or 
(b)if there is a tringing rccf wladly or partly along the coastline concerned - a t  
lorv !vatcr. ,it a di.;tancc d 15LUl mctrcs scnivard fmm thc ncarcst point of the 
recf cdg~. of the fringing rccf. 
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